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Introduction
 

 
The process of Improvement Planning in Kentucky is used as the means of determining how schools and districts will plan to

ensure that students reach proficiency and beyond by 2015.  The process focuses school and district improvement efforts on

student needs by bringing together all stakeholders to plan for improvement, by focusing planning efforts on priority needs and

closing achievement gaps between subgroups of students, by building upon school and district capacity for high quality

planning, and by making connections between the funds that flow into the district and the priority needs in schools. Your

school's plans for improvement must be based on careful and honest analysis of data, address all content areas, and clearly

address gaps in student achievement.  
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Introduction
 
Every school has its own story to tell. The context in which teaching and learning takes place influences the processes and procedures by

which the school makes decisions around curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The context also impacts the way a school stays faithful

to its vision. Many factors contribute to the overall narrative such as an identification of stakeholders, a description of stakeholder

engagement, the trends and issues affecting the school, and the kinds of programs and services that a school implements to support student

learning.

 

The purpose of the Executive Summary (ES) is to provide a school with an opportunity to describe in narrative form the strengths and

challenges it encounters. By doing so, the public and members of the school community will have a more complete picture of how the school

perceives itself and the process of self-reflection for continuous improvement. This summary is structured for the school to reflect on how it

provides teaching and learning on a day to day basis.
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Description of the School

 

 

 
Describe the school's size, community/communities, location, and changes it has experienced in the last three years. Include

demographic information about the students, staff, and community at large. What unique features and challenges are associated

with the community/communities the school serves? 
 
Owen County High School is the single high school that serves Owen County, Kentucky,  located in north central Kentucky.  The school

serves a student population of approximately 540 students, of whom 97% are white, with the remaining percentage split between Hispanic

and black students.

 

The school is in its third year under the current administration.  There is a renewed sense of stability with faculty turnover being limited, and

largely due to retirement. 

 

The community is an agricultural community centered around the small town of Owenton, Kentucky.  The town has one significant

manufacturing business, several medium-sized farming operations and a sizable health career presence represented by a hospital, a clinic

and the Owenton Manor, a home for elderly citizens.

 

Challenges include a low college-going rate among the adult/parent population, the fact that our student body is spread out over a sizable

geographic area (which limits the ability of students and families to take advantage of academic and extracurricular services at the school

unless they are transported by school bus) and very limited instructional resources because of the relatively small and limited tax base. 
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School's Purpose

 

 

 
Provide the school's purpose statement and ancillary content such as mission, vision, values, and/or beliefs. Describe how the

school embodies its purpose through its program offerings and expectations for students. 
 
At Owen County High School, our purpose is to make a positive difference in the lives of students by developing their potential for leadership,

personal growth and career success.  This purpose guides our work both collectively and individually, with groups of students and with single

students needing our guidance.

 

This purpose grows out of and works with the belief statements listed below to guide our actions and decisions:

 

-	Students' learning needs should be the most important focus of all decisions reflecting the work of the school.

-	Students learn in different ways and should be taught with appropriate, personalized approaches.

-	Teachers should incorporate the various styles of learning to assist the students in achieving success.

-	Each and every student is an important member of our community, with unique physical, social, emotional and intellectual needs.

-	Various testing techniques should be used to show student learning.

-	Exceptional students (special needs, limited English proficient, gifted and talented) need special services and resources.

-	A student's experience at school is heightened and improved by positive relationships and mutual respect between the student and staff

members.

-	Students need to increase their understanding of different peoples and cultures.

-	Administrators, teachers, parents, students and the community share the responsibility for advancing the school's mission.

 

We are working to expand student leadership opportunities.  We believe that every student has something valuable to add to our community

of learning, and we are endeavoring to define that value as broadly as possible in order to meaningfully include as many students as possible

in our work.  We offer programs and course offerings that range from a growing and robust agriculture program centered in the identity of our

community to 11 Advanced Placement courses, including AP Studio Art.  We also seek to expand our students' experience by offering an

early college/dual credit opportunity to seniors who can leave high school with up to 21 college credits through work at the Jefferson

Community and Technical College campus in Carrollton, Kentucky.

 

We also partner with the Carroll County Area Technology Center to offer a broad set of vocational and career offerings to our students,

including health sciences, industrial maintenance, construction sciences, and automotive technology.
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Notable Achievements and Areas of Improvement

 

 

 
Describe the school's notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years.  Additionally, describe areas for

improvement that the school is striving to achieve in the next three years. 
 
As documented on our most recent TELL survey, the overall school culture is improving.  Faculty are more stable and feel positive about our

school; our most recent parent survey (2013-14), while completed by a limited number of parents, showed a positive trend in terms of parent

satisfaction with our school.

 

Our technology education program has excelled in the area of robotics, sending a team to the VEX robotics World Championships.  Our

agriculture program has begun developing our school farm, with 80 acres ready for development by our student farmers.  Our band program

has grown sufficiently in size and quality to begin a marching band after a 6 year absence.  Our visual arts program has developed to the

point where we offer an Advanced Placement Studio Art class, and fill it with 20+ students.

 

Our biggest challenge area is to raise our academic achievement in math and reading to similar heights.  This is, plainly put, the center of our

work for the next three years. 
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Additional Information 

 

 

 
Provide any additional information you would like to share with the public and community that were not prompted in the previous

sections. 
 
Owen County High School is a proud, tradition-rich school that serves a similarly rich community.  Our students achieve, regularly, in areas

that they hold important; we are working to expand those important areas into academics.  The top students at Owen County High School

can compare favorably to top students across our commonwealth, and we believe that we, as a school, add a great deal of quality to the life

of our community. 
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Overview
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2014-15 OCHS Comprehensive School Improvement Plan
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Goals Summary

 

The following is a summary of the goals encompassed in this plan. The details for each goal are available in the next section. 

# Goal Name Goal Details Goal Type Total Funding
1 EOC tested students at OCHS will meet or exceed

the state average on the EOC's by the spring of
2018 (KPREP).

Objectives:	5
Strategies:	5
Activities:	6

Academic $11500

2 The AFGR at OCHS will meet or exceed 95% in the
graduating cohort of 2018. (Grad Rate-AFGR)

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	2
Activities:	2

Organizational $5000

3 80% of the seniors in the class of 2017 will meet
Kentucky College and Career Ready standards.
(CCR)

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	2
Activities:	4

Organizational $1000

4 OCHS will increase the average combined reading
and math proficiency ratings for all students in the
non-duplicated gap group from 21.4% in 2014 to
67.6% in 2017. (GAP)

Objectives:	2
Strategies:	4
Activities:	5

Academic $10500

5 90% of teachers at OCHS will be rated
accomplished or exemplary (effective) by the 2016-
17 school year. (TPGES)

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Organizational $0

6 The principal and assistant principal (100% of
administrators) of OCHS will both be rated as
accomplished or exemplary (effective) by the 2016-
17 school year. (PPGES)

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Organizational $0

7 90% of OCHS students will be involved in at least
one verifiable co-curricular activity (student
engagement)

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Organizational $0

8 Develop a system for recognizing excellent student
and teacher performances (TELL)

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	2

Organizational $5500

9 Create a parent classroom visit program to
increase teacher-parent-student communication
(Title I Parent Involve)

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Organizational $600

10 Create a professional development system that
provides all staff with meaningful professional
development (TELL improvement)

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Organizational $0

11 OCHS will develop a formative assessment data
protocol during the 2014-15 school year (Data)

Objectives:	3
Strategies:	3
Activities:	5

Organizational $8500
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Goal 1: EOC tested students at OCHS will meet or exceed the state average on the EOC's by the

spring of 2018 (KPREP).

 

(shared) Strategy 1:  
Online assignments for enrichment and remediation - OCHS will invest in an online curriculum aid that will allow students with internet access (home/phone/public

library/school) to access additional, self-paced assistance to enrich their experience with core academics, particularly in reading and math. 
Category: Learning Systems 

(shared) Strategy 2:  
PLC data mining for specific student intervention - Department PLC's will work regularly (3x monthly) to look at student performance levels, especially as 9th, 10th and

11th grade students take MAP assessments in reading, math and English periodically throughout the year.  This work will inform instructional interventions for

individuals and small groups of students, and will inform student placement decisions into future course levels in Math, Science and English. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: ASCD: Enhancing RTI: How to Ensure Success with Effective Classroom Instruction and Intervention

Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey 

Measurable Objective 1:
60% of Tenth grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency  by meeting the proficiency benchmark  in Reading by 05/29/2015 as measured by performance on the
10th grade English EOC.

Activity - Study Island Access and Use Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers and students will use the Study Island resource as a remedial
and enhancement resource.  It will be used during snow days to reinforce
student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone,
home, public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost
instructionally.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4500 Title VI Reggie
Taylor.
Duane Kline.
OCHS
teaching
faculty.

Activity - ALEKS math software use Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

ALEKS is a math-specific software that pre-tests students and gives them
assignments by topic and standard to build their efficacy in areas of
deficiency.  They can then self-track progress and, coupled with MAP
assessments given three times each school year, the student and teacher
can make informed, specific decisions about what kind of help is needed to
become more proficient.

Direct
Instruction

10/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4000 GRECC Race
to the Top

Math
teachers.
Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor.
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(shared) Strategy 3:  
Weekly rigor walkthroughs - OCHS administrators will conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs of all instructional classrooms using the ICLE's rubric for instructional

rigor. 
Category: Human Capital Management 

(shared) Strategy 1:  
Online assignments for enrichment and remediation - OCHS will invest in an online curriculum aid that will allow students with internet access (home/phone/public

library/school) to access additional, self-paced assistance to enrich their experience with core academics, particularly in reading and math. 
Category: Learning Systems 

Activity - PLC meetings to examine student performance data Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

PLC's are formed by grade level and by department.  The departmental
PLC's meet 3x monthly to review student work, assessments and student
work.  This work allows teachers to determine effective interventions to
help students become more proficient in content and, particularly, in math
and in English.

Professional
Learning

10/27/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Department
chairs.
Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg.  Doug
Wainscott.
Instructional
staff.

Activity - Weekly rigor walk throughs/teacher walks Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

OCHS administrators conduct weekly walk throughs of all classrooms,
focusing on the level of instructional rigor.  The tool used to examine the
rigor is the ICLE's rubric for classroom rigor.

Beginning in January, 2015, this practice will be expanded to include
teachers who are on planning periods.  It may eventually include small
parent groups as well.

Professional
Learning

10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor. Doug
Wainscott.
Charles
Hagg.

Measurable Objective 2:
50% of Eleventh grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency  by meeting the proficiency benchmark in Mathematics by 05/29/2015 as measured by performance on
the 11th grade Algebra II EOC.

Activity - Study Island Access and Use Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers and students will use the Study Island resource as a remedial
and enhancement resource.  It will be used during snow days to reinforce
student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone,
home, public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost
instructionally.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4500 Title VI Reggie
Taylor.
Duane Kline.
OCHS
teaching
faculty.
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(shared) Strategy 2:  
PLC data mining for specific student intervention - Department PLC's will work regularly (3x monthly) to look at student performance levels, especially as 9th, 10th and

11th grade students take MAP assessments in reading, math and English periodically throughout the year.  This work will inform instructional interventions for

individuals and small groups of students, and will inform student placement decisions into future course levels in Math, Science and English. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: ASCD: Enhancing RTI: How to Ensure Success with Effective Classroom Instruction and Intervention

Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey 

Strategy 3:  
Employment of a math coaching consultant - OCHS will employ a part time math coach/consultant to assist math teachers in aligning our curriculum and assessing

instructional practices. 
Category: Professional Learning & Support 

Activity - ALEKS math software use Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

ALEKS is a math-specific software that pre-tests students and gives them
assignments by topic and standard to build their efficacy in areas of
deficiency.  They can then self-track progress and, coupled with MAP
assessments given three times each school year, the student and teacher
can make informed, specific decisions about what kind of help is needed to
become more proficient.

Direct
Instruction

10/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4000 GRECC Race
to the Top

Math
teachers.
Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor.

Activity - PLC meetings to examine student performance data Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

PLC's are formed by grade level and by department.  The departmental
PLC's meet 3x monthly to review student work, assessments and student
work.  This work allows teachers to determine effective interventions to
help students become more proficient in content and, particularly, in math
and in English.

Professional
Learning

10/27/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Department
chairs.
Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg.  Doug
Wainscott.
Instructional
staff.

Activity - Employ math coach Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

OCHS will employ a math coach/consultant for 14 days during the school
year.  During this time the coach will assist math teachers in aligning our
curriculum with common core and quality core standards, as well as give
feedback on classroom observations of instruction in an effort to ensure
that we are aligning our instruction with student needs.

Professional
Learning

10/27/2014 04/30/2015 $3000 Title VI Duane Kline.
Paula
Sinclair.
Reggie
Taylor. Math
teachers.
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(shared) Strategy 4:  
Weekly rigor walkthroughs - OCHS administrators will conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs of all instructional classrooms using the ICLE's rubric for instructional

rigor. 
Category: Human Capital Management 

(shared) Strategy 1:  
Online assignments for enrichment and remediation - OCHS will invest in an online curriculum aid that will allow students with internet access (home/phone/public

library/school) to access additional, self-paced assistance to enrich their experience with core academics, particularly in reading and math. 
Category: Learning Systems 

(shared) Strategy 2:  
PLC data mining for specific student intervention - Department PLC's will work regularly (3x monthly) to look at student performance levels, especially as 9th, 10th and

Activity - Weekly rigor walk throughs/teacher walks Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

OCHS administrators conduct weekly walk throughs of all classrooms,
focusing on the level of instructional rigor.  The tool used to examine the
rigor is the ICLE's rubric for classroom rigor.

Beginning in January, 2015, this practice will be expanded to include
teachers who are on planning periods.  It may eventually include small
parent groups as well.

Professional
Learning

10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor. Doug
Wainscott.
Charles
Hagg.

Measurable Objective 3:
60% of Tenth grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency  by meeting the proficiency benchmark in Science by 05/29/2015 as measured by performance on the
10th grade Biology EOC.

Activity - Study Island Access and Use Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers and students will use the Study Island resource as a remedial
and enhancement resource.  It will be used during snow days to reinforce
student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone,
home, public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost
instructionally.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4500 Title VI Reggie
Taylor.
Duane Kline.
OCHS
teaching
faculty.

Activity - ALEKS math software use Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

ALEKS is a math-specific software that pre-tests students and gives them
assignments by topic and standard to build their efficacy in areas of
deficiency.  They can then self-track progress and, coupled with MAP
assessments given three times each school year, the student and teacher
can make informed, specific decisions about what kind of help is needed to
become more proficient.

Direct
Instruction

10/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4000 GRECC Race
to the Top

Math
teachers.
Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor.
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11th grade students take MAP assessments in reading, math and English periodically throughout the year.  This work will inform instructional interventions for

individuals and small groups of students, and will inform student placement decisions into future course levels in Math, Science and English. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: ASCD: Enhancing RTI: How to Ensure Success with Effective Classroom Instruction and Intervention

Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey 

(shared) Strategy 3:  
Weekly rigor walkthroughs - OCHS administrators will conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs of all instructional classrooms using the ICLE's rubric for instructional

rigor. 
Category: Human Capital Management 

(shared) Strategy 1:  
Online assignments for enrichment and remediation - OCHS will invest in an online curriculum aid that will allow students with internet access (home/phone/public

library/school) to access additional, self-paced assistance to enrich their experience with core academics, particularly in reading and math. 
Category: Learning Systems 

Activity - PLC meetings to examine student performance data Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

PLC's are formed by grade level and by department.  The departmental
PLC's meet 3x monthly to review student work, assessments and student
work.  This work allows teachers to determine effective interventions to
help students become more proficient in content and, particularly, in math
and in English.

Professional
Learning

10/27/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Department
chairs.
Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg.  Doug
Wainscott.
Instructional
staff.

Activity - Weekly rigor walk throughs/teacher walks Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

OCHS administrators conduct weekly walk throughs of all classrooms,
focusing on the level of instructional rigor.  The tool used to examine the
rigor is the ICLE's rubric for classroom rigor.

Beginning in January, 2015, this practice will be expanded to include
teachers who are on planning periods.  It may eventually include small
parent groups as well.

Professional
Learning

10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor. Doug
Wainscott.
Charles
Hagg.

Measurable Objective 4:
68% of Eleventh grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency  by meeting the proficiency benchmark in Social Studies by 05/29/2015 as measured by performance
on the 11th grade US History EOC.

Activity - Study Island Access and Use Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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(shared) Strategy 2:  
PLC data mining for specific student intervention - Department PLC's will work regularly (3x monthly) to look at student performance levels, especially as 9th, 10th and

11th grade students take MAP assessments in reading, math and English periodically throughout the year.  This work will inform instructional interventions for

individuals and small groups of students, and will inform student placement decisions into future course levels in Math, Science and English. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: ASCD: Enhancing RTI: How to Ensure Success with Effective Classroom Instruction and Intervention

Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey 

(shared) Strategy 3:  
Weekly rigor walkthroughs - OCHS administrators will conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs of all instructional classrooms using the ICLE's rubric for instructional

rigor. 
Category: Human Capital Management 

Teachers and students will use the Study Island resource as a remedial
and enhancement resource.  It will be used during snow days to reinforce
student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone,
home, public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost
instructionally.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4500 Title VI Reggie
Taylor.
Duane Kline.
OCHS
teaching
faculty.

Activity - ALEKS math software use Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

ALEKS is a math-specific software that pre-tests students and gives them
assignments by topic and standard to build their efficacy in areas of
deficiency.  They can then self-track progress and, coupled with MAP
assessments given three times each school year, the student and teacher
can make informed, specific decisions about what kind of help is needed to
become more proficient.

Direct
Instruction

10/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4000 GRECC Race
to the Top

Math
teachers.
Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor.

Activity - PLC meetings to examine student performance data Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

PLC's are formed by grade level and by department.  The departmental
PLC's meet 3x monthly to review student work, assessments and student
work.  This work allows teachers to determine effective interventions to
help students become more proficient in content and, particularly, in math
and in English.

Professional
Learning

10/27/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Department
chairs.
Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg.  Doug
Wainscott.
Instructional
staff.

Activity - Weekly rigor walk throughs/teacher walks Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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Strategy 1:  
Writing Across the Curriculum - Students will be required to provide at least one paragraph length answer on each unit level assessment in every class.  This will be

partnered with a focus on the 6 traits writing methodology. 
Category: Integrated Methods for Learning 

(shared) Strategy 2:  
PLC data mining for specific student intervention - Department PLC's will work regularly (3x monthly) to look at student performance levels, especially as 9th, 10th and

11th grade students take MAP assessments in reading, math and English periodically throughout the year.  This work will inform instructional interventions for

individuals and small groups of students, and will inform student placement decisions into future course levels in Math, Science and English. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: ASCD: Enhancing RTI: How to Ensure Success with Effective Classroom Instruction and Intervention

Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey 

OCHS administrators conduct weekly walk throughs of all classrooms,
focusing on the level of instructional rigor.  The tool used to examine the
rigor is the ICLE's rubric for classroom rigor.

Beginning in January, 2015, this practice will be expanded to include
teachers who are on planning periods.  It may eventually include small
parent groups as well.

Professional
Learning

10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor. Doug
Wainscott.
Charles
Hagg.

Measurable Objective 5:
63% of Tenth and Eleventh grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency  by meeting the proficiency benchmark in Writing by 05/29/2015 as measured by
performance on the 10th and 11th grade On Demand Writing tests.

Activity - Assessment review Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Each of the PLC's will review unit assessments at least once a month from
each teacher.  They will evaluate the use of writing prompts in their
assessment, and will review examples of student products at each of the
performance levels (novice, apprentice, proficient and distinguished) as
defined by the state on-demand writing rubric.

Professional
Learning

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Department
chairs.
Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg. Doug
Wainscott.
Instructional
staff.

Activity - PLC meetings to examine student performance data Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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(shared) Strategy 3:  
Weekly rigor walkthroughs - OCHS administrators will conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs of all instructional classrooms using the ICLE's rubric for instructional

rigor. 
Category: Human Capital Management 

Goal 2: The AFGR at OCHS will meet or exceed 95% in the graduating cohort of 2018. (Grad Rate-

AFGR)

 

Strategy 1:  
Credit Recovery - Students who fail or lose a credit opportunity will have the opportunity to recover that credit within the school day. 
Category: Learning Systems 

PLC's are formed by grade level and by department.  The departmental
PLC's meet 3x monthly to review student work, assessments and student
work.  This work allows teachers to determine effective interventions to
help students become more proficient in content and, particularly, in math
and in English.

Professional
Learning

10/27/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Department
chairs.
Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg.  Doug
Wainscott.
Instructional
staff.

Activity - Weekly rigor walk throughs/teacher walks Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

OCHS administrators conduct weekly walk throughs of all classrooms,
focusing on the level of instructional rigor.  The tool used to examine the
rigor is the ICLE's rubric for classroom rigor.

Beginning in January, 2015, this practice will be expanded to include
teachers who are on planning periods.  It may eventually include small
parent groups as well.

Professional
Learning

10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor. Doug
Wainscott.
Charles
Hagg.

Measurable Objective 1:
demonstrate a proficiency  by having at least 90% of the Class of 2015 become high school graduates by 05/29/2015 as measured by successfully graduating as part
of the 2015 senior cohort.

Activity - Credit recover-Odysseyware Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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Strategy 2:  
Advisor Advisee program - OCHS will add elements of the advisor-advisee model to its seminar program. 
Category: Persistance to Graduation 
Research Cited: American Student Achievement Institute (2003). Advisor-advisee resources: Making advisory programs successful. Retrieved September 13, 2006,

from http://www.asainstitute.org/advisory.htm.

 

 

Goal 3: 80% of the seniors in the class of 2017 will meet Kentucky College and Career Ready

standards. (CCR)

 

Strategy 1:  
Increase number of CTE Preparatory students - Students will receive guidance to remain engaged with career pathways in order to reach the preparatory level and be

eligible to receive career ready status. 
Category: Management Systems 

Students who have fallen behind in earning their credits toward graduation
will be given the opportunity to use one of their elective schedule slots to
enroll in a credit recovery course.  The course will be managed by staff,
though the curriculum and content will be provided online through
Odysseyware.  Upon satisfactory completion of the online content, credit
will be awarded for the course in question.

Technology 08/13/2014 06/30/2015 $5000 Grant Funds Duane Kline.
Doug
Wainscott.
Reggie
Taylor.  Gwen
Trammel.

Activity - Transcript review Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Advisors will meet with students regularly (at least once a month) to review
current grades, attendance and behavior referrals.  At the beginning of
each semester, advisors will review the transcript of each student for
accuracy and guidance.

Academic
Support
Program

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Seminar
teachers (by
grade level).
Doug
Wainscott.
Jennifer
Power. Duane
Kline.

Measurable Objective 1:
complete a portfolio or performance  by having 73% of the Class of 2015 become college and/or career ready by 05/29/2015 as measured by performance on the
Kentucky College and Career Readiness rubric.

Activity - Transcript evaluation Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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Strategy 2:  
Achieve academic benchmarks for career readiness - Students will be given tutoring and assessment opportunities to become academically eligible for career-

readiness. 
Category: Career Readiness Pathways 

Goal 4: OCHS will increase the average combined reading and math proficiency ratings for all

students in the non-duplicated gap group from 21.4% in 2014 to 67.6% in 2017. (GAP)

 

Students will work with seminar teachers and counselors to identify career
pathways that they can be engaged in to reach the preparatory level, and,
eventually, to achieve career ready status.

Career
Preparation/O
rientation

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Seminar
teachers by
grade level.
Doug
Wainscott.
Anne Kline.

Activity - WIN Learning: Soft skills preparation Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Career preparatory students will use the WIN Learning online resource to
assess and learn soft career skills.  These skills are tested on KOSSA and
industry certification exams.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $0 GRECC Race
to the Top

Anne Kline.
CTE
instructors.

Activity - Work Keys Assessment Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

After receiving tutoring and preparation in math and reading, students
identified as approaching career-readiness who have not achieved
benchmarks on college-ready assessments (ACT, Compass, KYOTE) will
be given the Work Keys assessment to meet the academic portion of the
career-ready rubric.

Career
Preparation/O
rientation

02/02/2015 02/27/2015 $1000 Grant Funds Anne Kline.
CTE faculty:
Rusty
Willhoite, Kim
Webster,
Matthew
Davis, Diana
Brown

Activity - WIN Learning: Compass Math and Reading prep Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Career preparatory students will use the WIN Learning online resource to
prepare for Work Keys and Compass math and reading tests.  These tests
qualify students as academically prepared for career-ready status.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $0 GRECC Race
to the Top

Anne Kline.
CTE
instructors.
Math and
English
instructors.

Measurable Objective 1:
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(shared) Strategy 1:  
Online instructional enhancement and remediation - Teachers and students will use technology resources as remedial and enhancement resources. They will be used

during snow days to reinforce student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone, home, public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely

lost instructionally. 
Category: Learning Systems 

(shared) Strategy 2:  
PLC Data Mining and Evaluation - PLC's meet regularly to evaluate student performance data and determine instructional intervention strategies. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: Research

 

   ASCD: Enhancing RTI: How to Ensure Success with Effective Classroom Instruction and Intervention Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey

 

60% of Tenth grade Black or African-American, Economically Disadvantaged, Hispanic or Latino, Students with Disabilities and English Learners students  will
demonstrate a proficiency  by meeting the proficiency standard on the 10th grade English EOC in Reading by 05/29/2015 as measured by  the proficiency standard on
the 10th grade English EOC.

Activity - Study Island access and use Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers and students will use the Study Island resource as a remedial
and enhancement resource. It will be used during snow days to reinforce
student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone,
home, public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost
instructionally.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4500 Title VI Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor.
Instructional
staff.

Activity - ALEKS math enhancement and remediation software Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers and students will use the ALEKS resource as a remedial and
enhancement resource. It will be used during snow days to reinforce
student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone,
home, public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost
instructionally.

Technology 10/01/2014 05/29/2015 $3000 GRECC Race
to the Top

Duane Kline.
Math
teachers.

Activity - PLC meetings Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

PLC's are grouped by department and by grade level.  Departmental PLC's
meet 3x monthly.  During these meetings, teachers discuss student
progress data including MAP test results, classroom assessment results,
assessment design and the quality of student work.  These discussions
lead to the design of appropriate instructional interventions.

Professional
Learning

09/15/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Department
chairs.
Instructional
staff. Duane
Kline. Charles
Hagg. Doug
Wainscott.
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(shared) Strategy 3:  
Weekly rigor walk throughs - OCHS administrators conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs that focus on instructional rigor using the ICLE rubric for classroom rigor. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 

(shared) Strategy 1:  
Online instructional enhancement and remediation - Teachers and students will use technology resources as remedial and enhancement resources. They will be used

during snow days to reinforce student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone, home, public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely

lost instructionally. 
Category: Learning Systems 

(shared) Strategy 2:  
PLC Data Mining and Evaluation - PLC's meet regularly to evaluate student performance data and determine instructional intervention strategies. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: Research

Activity - Weekly rigor walk throughs/teacher walks Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

OCHS administrators conduct weekly walk throughs that examine
classroom rigor using the ICLE rubric.  In January 2015, this will be
expanded to include teachers who are on their planning periods, and may
eventually include small groups of parents.

Professional
Learning

10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg. Doug
Wainscott.
Reggie
Taylor.

Measurable Objective 2:
50% of Eleventh grade Black or African-American, Economically Disadvantaged, Hispanic or Latino, Students with Disabilities and English Learners students  will
demonstrate a proficiency  on the Algebra II EOC in Mathematics by 05/29/2015 as measured by meeting the proficiency standard on the Algebra II EOC.

Activity - Study Island access and use Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers and students will use the Study Island resource as a remedial
and enhancement resource. It will be used during snow days to reinforce
student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone,
home, public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost
instructionally.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4500 Title VI Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor.
Instructional
staff.

Activity - ALEKS math enhancement and remediation software Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers and students will use the ALEKS resource as a remedial and
enhancement resource. It will be used during snow days to reinforce
student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone,
home, public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost
instructionally.

Technology 10/01/2014 05/29/2015 $3000 GRECC Race
to the Top

Duane Kline.
Math
teachers.
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   ASCD: Enhancing RTI: How to Ensure Success with Effective Classroom Instruction and Intervention Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey

 

(shared) Strategy 3:  
Weekly rigor walk throughs - OCHS administrators conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs that focus on instructional rigor using the ICLE rubric for classroom rigor. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 

Strategy 4:  
Employment of a math coach/consultant - OCHS will employ a part-time math instructional coach to assist teachers to align our curriculum with common core and

quality core standards, and to assess instructional alignment with these standards. 
Category: Professional Learning & Support 

Activity - PLC meetings Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

PLC's are grouped by department and by grade level.  Departmental PLC's
meet 3x monthly.  During these meetings, teachers discuss student
progress data including MAP test results, classroom assessment results,
assessment design and the quality of student work.  These discussions
lead to the design of appropriate instructional interventions.

Professional
Learning

09/15/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Department
chairs.
Instructional
staff. Duane
Kline. Charles
Hagg. Doug
Wainscott.

Activity - Weekly rigor walk throughs/teacher walks Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

OCHS administrators conduct weekly walk throughs that examine
classroom rigor using the ICLE rubric.  In January 2015, this will be
expanded to include teachers who are on their planning periods, and may
eventually include small groups of parents.

Professional
Learning

10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg. Doug
Wainscott.
Reggie
Taylor.

Activity - Employment of math coach Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

OCHS is employing a math coach to guide the alignment of our curriculum
with the common core and quality core standards.  Additionally, the coach
with observe current classroom instructional practice and make
recommendations to teachers to better align their instruction with the more
rigorous standards we are teaching.

Professional
Learning

11/03/2014 04/30/2015 $3000 Title VI Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor.  Paula
Sinclair.
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Goal 5: 90% of teachers at OCHS will be rated accomplished or exemplary (effective) by the 2016-

17 school year. (TPGES)

 

Strategy 1:  
Professional development for school-wide roll out of TPGES - Teachers will receive training through faculty meetings and PLC meetings to learn how to successfully

meet the accomplished and exemplary levels of the TPGES Framework for Teaching. 
Category: Professional Learning & Support 

Goal 6: The principal and assistant principal (100% of administrators) of OCHS will both be rated

as accomplished or exemplary (effective) by the 2016-17 school year. (PPGES)

 

Strategy 1:  
Professional development on PPGES - The principal and assistant principal will work with the superintendent to define expectations for performance on the PPGES. 
Category: Principal PGES 

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to have a minimum of 85% of certified faculty at OCHS rated as accomplished or exemplary by 04/30/2015 as measured by ratings given by the OCHS
administration using the TPGES Framework for Teaching.

Activity - Faculty meeting to provide professional development on TPGES Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Faculty at OCHS were exposed to PGES domains during the 2013-14
school year and were also given an overview in August 2014.

Professional
Learning

08/20/2014 08/20/2014 $0 General Fund Reggie
Taylor; Duane
Kline

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to have both administrators at OCHS be rated as "accomplished" by 04/30/2015 as measured by ratings given through the PPGES by the superintendent.

Activity - Monthly PPGES coaching meetings Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The principal will meet with the superintendent and then with the assistant
principal on a monthly basis to discuss and clarify PPGES expectations.

Professional
Learning

12/01/2014 04/30/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Duane Kline;
Charles
Hagg; Rob
Stafford
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Goal 7: 90% of OCHS students will be involved in at least one verifiable co-curricular activity

(student engagement)

 

Strategy 1:  
Exposure to clubs - Students will be exposed to all club options on multiple occasions throughout the year. 
Category: Other - Student Engagement 
Research Cited: Feldman, A. F., &Matjasko, J. L. (2005). The role of school-based activities in adolescent development: A comprehensive review and future direction.

Review of Educational Research, 75(2).

 

Klesse, E. J. (1994). The third curriculum II: Student activities. Reston, VA: National Association of Secondary School Principals. 

Goal 8: Develop a system for recognizing excellent student and teacher performances (TELL)

 

Strategy 1:  
Create a calendar of celebrations for student performances - We will develop a list of student performances that we will assign rewards to as well as levels of

performance that will be rewarded.  This plan will be rolled out to students and events will be held as the performances yield results. 
Category: Human Capital Management 

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to increase participation in school-affiliated clubs by 03/27/2015 as measured by taking a count of students who are members of school-affiliated clubs
during the month of March.

Activity - Club Fair Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Once each semester, clubs will present themselves for students to
consider joining.  This will occur at the beginning of September and during
the month of January each year.  Students will walk through the club fair,
talking to officers and club members, and signing up for potential
membership with those clubs that they are interested in.

Extra
Curricular

08/25/2014 01/30/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Duane Kline;
Doug
Wainscott;
Club
sponsors

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to develop a system of rewards for excellent student academic and non-academic performances by 12/05/2014 as measured by creating and holding
celebrations for outstanding student performances.

Activity - Honor roll breakfasts Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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Goal 9: Create a parent classroom visit program to increase teacher-parent-student

communication (Title I Parent Involve)

 

Strategy 1:  
Parent classroom visit protocol - A format for student visits in classrooms will be developed.  Teachers will begin by inviting parents of their choice (no duplication

between teachers); parents will provide feedback regarding their visit experience to the school.  As we progress, rosters of parents to target (GAP students, AP

students, etc.) will be developed and a full protocol for visits will be used. 
Category: Stakeholder Engagement 

Parents and honor roll students will be invited to attend a recognition
breakfast at the school each nine weeks.

Community
Engagement

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $1500 Other Duane Kline.
Doug
Wainscott.
Cafeteria
staff.  Office
staff.  Faculty
and student
GRIT teams.

Activity - Reward field trips Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Reward trips for juniors who make all CCR benchmarks on the March ACT
and all seniors who make College or Career Ready status.

Field Trip 04/13/2015 05/29/2015 $4000 Other Duane Kline.
Jennifer
Power.
Faculty GRIT
team.

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to invite parents into every teacher's classroom in order to develop more effective communication between the school and homes by 05/29/2015 as
measured by the number of parent visits in classrooms.

Activity - Round 1 Parent visits Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will select a parent from their classes and they will invite the
parent to visit their student's class.  During the visit parents will be asked to
provide both school-level and classroom-level feedback regarding their
visit, which will be included in improvement planning.

Parent
Involvement

02/02/2015 05/29/2015 $600 School
Council
Funds

OCHS faculty.
SBDM
council.
Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg.
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Goal 10: Create a professional development system that provides all staff with meaningful

professional development (TELL improvement)

 

Strategy 1:  
Professional development survey - A survey will be given to ALL OCHS staff (certified and non-certified) to determine priority professional learning needs.  Providing

individualized, meaningful professional development needs was identified as an area of need on our most recent TELL survey. 
Category: Professional Learning & Support 
Research Cited: TELL survey results (2013) 

Goal 11: OCHS will develop a formative assessment data protocol during the 2014-15 school year

(Data)

 

(shared) Strategy 1:  
Create data room - Student MAP assessment data will be posted and evaluated using protocols learned at the school annual data retreat and additional protocols to be

taught during PLC work.  This data will be articulated in such a way that teachers will meet as department PLC's and grade level PLC's to manipulate data, assess

student progress and to make next step decisions for instruction focused on student achievement on high stakes, state-given summative assessments (EOC/ACT) and

local formative assessments (MAP/teacher-generated, standards-based assessments).

 

This will be monitored through the use of PLC minutes documenting the work and through administrative attendance at PLC meetings. 

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to do a needs assessment of all staff regarding professional development needs by 12/19/2014 as measured by the results of a staff wide survey to assess
professional development needs.

Activity - Survey of staff regarding PD needs Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

A survey to determine priority professional development needs will be
developed and administered to the OCHS staff.  Results will be used to
guide professional learning opportunities in the second semester of the
2014-15 school year moving into the next school year as well.

Professional
Learning

12/15/2014 12/19/2014 $0 No Funding
Required

Duane Kline.
OCHS Data
Team.
Charles
Hagg.

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to complete an academic progress data center for PLC use during the 2014-15 school year by 01/09/2015 as measured by PLC use of the data center to
evaluate student performance data .
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Category: Continuous Improvement 

Strategy 1:  
Design cohort tracking deliverable - The OCHS data team will design a cohort NAPD tracking deliverable that will be shared with staff and and the superintendent's

office.  This deliverable will track student cohort performance on every major assessment from the 8th grade Explore (or equivalent) forward through graduation.

 

This will be monitored through data team meetings and production of the document prior to 1/30/14. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 

(shared) Strategy 1:  
Create data room - Student MAP assessment data will be posted and evaluated using protocols learned at the school annual data retreat and additional protocols to be

taught during PLC work.  This data will be articulated in such a way that teachers will meet as department PLC's and grade level PLC's to manipulate data, assess

student progress and to make next step decisions for instruction focused on student achievement on high stakes, state-given summative assessments (EOC/ACT) and

local formative assessments (MAP/teacher-generated, standards-based assessments).

 

This will be monitored through the use of PLC minutes documenting the work and through administrative attendance at PLC meetings. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 

Activity - Build data room Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The conference room space in the office of OCHS will be converted to use
as a data center.  This conversion will include addition of a display wall and
additional display/work areas for use by PLC's as they manage and
evaluate student data.

Academic
Support
Program

11/24/2014 01/09/2015 $1000 General Fund Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor. Dana
Gill.

Measurable Objective 2:
collaborate to create a process during the 2014-15 school year to track student academic performances longitudinally across years by 01/30/2015 as measured by the
production of a deliverable that tracks N-A-P-D performance for each grade level cohort of students at OCHS.

Activity - Deliverable production Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

This process will help OCHS staff compare a given cohort group to itself,
measuring growth across time as opposed to "snapshot" measurements
each year that compare cohorts to prior cohorts' performances.  This will
be a deliverable in the form of an Excel spreadsheet with graphs showing
evidence of student cohort growth and progress across time.

Academic
Support
Program

12/02/2014 01/30/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Duane Kline.
Dana Gill.
Data team.

Measurable Objective 3:
collaborate to use content Professional Learning Communities (PLC) to evaluate student data and improve student academic achievement on End of Course tests by
05/29/2015 as measured by improved student performance on spring 2015 End of Course tests.
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Strategy 2:  
Evaluate student standards based formative assessment data - Teachers from each of the four core academic PLC's (English, math, science and social studies) will

develop teacher-produced, standards-based formative assessments to measure student progress on Quality Core standards.  This data will be collected weekly,

beginning in January 2015.  This data will then be evaluated using the data retreat protocol to measure student progress on these standards through the spring.

Students that are not meeting progress goals (to be set by the PLC's) will receive additional instruction via pull out or ESS intervention with teachers prior to the end of

course tests as well as additional access and work on online instructional resources (study island, ALEKS, etc.). 
Category: Continuous Improvement 

Activity - Build data room Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

The conference room space in the office of OCHS will be converted to use
as a data center.  This conversion will include addition of a display wall and
additional display/work areas for use by PLC's as they manage and
evaluate student data.

Academic
Support
Program

11/24/2014 01/09/2015 $1000 General Fund Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor. Dana
Gill.

Activity - Weekly formative assessments Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

PLC's will develop standards-based formative assessments for EOC
courses based on Quality Core standards.  Data from these assessments
will be collected weekly and reviewed using the data retreat protocol during
PLC meetings in order to identify students/student groups needing
additional interventions.

Academic
Support
Program

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Core
academic
PLC's.  PLC
chairs. Duane
Kline, Charles
Hagg, Doug
Wainscott,
Reggie
Taylor.

Activity - Pull out instruction Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Students that are identified as being in the apprentice and novice levels of
achievement on weekly formative assessments will be grouped for
additional instruction in standards in which they are deficient.

Direct
Instruction

02/02/2015 05/29/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Core
academic
PLC teachers.
Duane Kline.
Doug
Wainscott.
Reggie
Taylor.

Activity - Online instructional resource use Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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Students who are in the apprentice and novice levels of weekly formative
assessments of Quality Core standards will have time scheduled either
during the school day during elective classes or after school during ESS to
complete assignments on online resources (ALEKS/Study Island).  These
assignments will be aligned with standards/topics in which students are
deficient.

Direct
Instruction

02/02/2015 05/29/2015 $7500 Grant Funds Core
academic
PLC teachers.
Duane Kline.
Kevin
Webster.
Doug
Wainscott.
Reggie
Taylor.
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Activity Summary by Funding Source

 
Below is a breakdown of your activities by funding source

 
Other

Title VI

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Reward field trips Reward trips for juniors who make all CCR benchmarks on
the March ACT and all seniors who make College or Career
Ready status.

Field Trip 04/13/2015 05/29/2015 $4000 Duane Kline.
Jennifer
Power.
Faculty GRIT
team.

Honor roll breakfasts Parents and honor roll students will be invited to attend a
recognition breakfast at the school each nine weeks.

Community
Engagement

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $1500 Duane Kline.
Doug
Wainscott.
Cafeteria
staff.  Office
staff.  Faculty
and student
GRIT teams.

Total $5500

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Employment of math coach OCHS is employing a math coach to guide the alignment of
our curriculum with the common core and quality core
standards.  Additionally, the coach with observe current
classroom instructional practice and make
recommendations to teachers to better align their instruction
with the more rigorous standards we are teaching.

Professional
Learning

11/03/2014 04/30/2015 $3000 Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor.  Paula
Sinclair.

Study Island access and use Teachers and students will use the Study Island resource
as a remedial and enhancement resource. It will be used
during snow days to reinforce student core curriculum for
those students with internet access (phone, home, public
library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost
instructionally.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4500 Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor.
Instructional
staff.

Study Island Access and Use Teachers and students will use the Study Island resource
as a remedial and enhancement resource.  It will be used
during snow days to reinforce student core curriculum for
those students with internet access (phone, home, public
library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost
instructionally.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4500 Reggie
Taylor.
Duane Kline.
OCHS
teaching
faculty.
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School Council Funds

GRECC Race to the Top

Employ math coach OCHS will employ a math coach/consultant for 14 days
during the school year.  During this time the coach will
assist math teachers in aligning our curriculum with
common core and quality core standards, as well as give
feedback on classroom observations of instruction in an
effort to ensure that we are aligning our instruction with
student needs.

Professional
Learning

10/27/2014 04/30/2015 $3000 Duane Kline.
Paula
Sinclair.
Reggie
Taylor. Math
teachers.

Total $15000

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Round 1 Parent visits Teachers will select a parent from their classes and they will
invite the parent to visit their student's class.  During the
visit parents will be asked to provide both school-level and
classroom-level feedback regarding their visit, which will be
included in improvement planning.

Parent
Involvement

02/02/2015 05/29/2015 $600 OCHS faculty.
SBDM
council.
Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg.

Total $600

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

ALEKS math enhancement
and remediation software

Teachers and students will use the ALEKS resource as a
remedial and enhancement resource. It will be used during
snow days to reinforce student core curriculum for those
students with internet access (phone, home, public library)
so that days out of school will not be entirely lost
instructionally.

Technology 10/01/2014 05/29/2015 $3000 Duane Kline.
Math
teachers.

ALEKS math software use ALEKS is a math-specific software that pre-tests students
and gives them assignments by topic and standard to build
their efficacy in areas of deficiency.  They can then self-
track progress and, coupled with MAP assessments given
three times each school year, the student and teacher can
make informed, specific decisions about what kind of help is
needed to become more proficient.

Direct
Instruction

10/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4000 Math
teachers.
Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor.

WIN Learning: Soft skills
preparation

Career preparatory students will use the WIN Learning
online resource to assess and learn soft career skills.
These skills are tested on KOSSA and industry certification
exams.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $0 Anne Kline.
CTE
instructors.

WIN Learning: Compass
Math and Reading prep

Career preparatory students will use the WIN Learning
online resource to prepare for Work Keys and Compass
math and reading tests.  These tests qualify students as
academically prepared for career-ready status.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $0 Anne Kline.
CTE
instructors.
Math and
English
instructors.
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General Fund

Grant Funds

Total $7000

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Build data room The conference room space in the office of OCHS will be
converted to use as a data center.  This conversion will
include addition of a display wall and additional display/work
areas for use by PLC's as they manage and evaluate
student data.

Academic
Support
Program

11/24/2014 01/09/2015 $1000 Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor. Dana
Gill.

Faculty meeting to provide
professional development on
TPGES

Faculty at OCHS were exposed to PGES domains during
the 2013-14 school year and were also given an overview in
August 2014.

Professional
Learning

08/20/2014 08/20/2014 $0 Reggie
Taylor; Duane
Kline

Total $1000

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Credit recover-Odysseyware Students who have fallen behind in earning their credits
toward graduation will be given the opportunity to use one
of their elective schedule slots to enroll in a credit recovery
course.  The course will be managed by staff, though the
curriculum and content will be provided online through
Odysseyware.  Upon satisfactory completion of the online
content, credit will be awarded for the course in question.

Technology 08/13/2014 06/30/2015 $5000 Duane Kline.
Doug
Wainscott.
Reggie
Taylor.  Gwen
Trammel.

Online instructional resource
use

Students who are in the apprentice and novice levels of
weekly formative assessments of Quality Core standards
will have time scheduled either during the school day during
elective classes or after school during ESS to complete
assignments on online resources (ALEKS/Study Island).
These assignments will be aligned with standards/topics in
which students are deficient.

Direct
Instruction

02/02/2015 05/29/2015 $7500 Core
academic
PLC teachers.
Duane Kline.
Kevin
Webster.
Doug
Wainscott.
Reggie
Taylor.

Work Keys Assessment After receiving tutoring and preparation in math and
reading, students identified as approaching career-
readiness who have not achieved benchmarks on college-
ready assessments (ACT, Compass, KYOTE) will be given
the Work Keys assessment to meet the academic portion of
the career-ready rubric.

Career
Preparation/O
rientation

02/02/2015 02/27/2015 $1000 Anne Kline.
CTE faculty:
Rusty
Willhoite, Kim
Webster,
Matthew
Davis, Diana
Brown

Total $13500
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No Funding Required

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Weekly formative
assessments

PLC's will develop standards-based formative assessments
for EOC courses based on Quality Core standards.  Data
from these assessments will be collected weekly and
reviewed using the data retreat protocol during PLC
meetings in order to identify students/student groups
needing additional interventions.

Academic
Support
Program

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 Core
academic
PLC's.  PLC
chairs. Duane
Kline, Charles
Hagg, Doug
Wainscott,
Reggie
Taylor.

PLC meetings PLC's are grouped by department and by grade level.
Departmental PLC's meet 3x monthly.  During these
meetings, teachers discuss student progress data including
MAP test results, classroom assessment results,
assessment design and the quality of student work.  These
discussions lead to the design of appropriate instructional
interventions.

Professional
Learning

09/15/2014 05/29/2015 $0 Department
chairs.
Instructional
staff. Duane
Kline. Charles
Hagg. Doug
Wainscott.

Monthly PPGES coaching
meetings

The principal will meet with the superintendent and then
with the assistant principal on a monthly basis to discuss
and clarify PPGES expectations.

Professional
Learning

12/01/2014 04/30/2015 $0 Duane Kline;
Charles
Hagg; Rob
Stafford

Club Fair Once each semester, clubs will present themselves for
students to consider joining.  This will occur at the
beginning of September and during the month of January
each year.  Students will walk through the club fair, talking
to officers and club members, and signing up for potential
membership with those clubs that they are interested in.

Extra
Curricular

08/25/2014 01/30/2015 $0 Duane Kline;
Doug
Wainscott;
Club
sponsors

Assessment review Each of the PLC's will review unit assessments at least
once a month from each teacher.  They will evaluate the
use of writing prompts in their assessment, and will review
examples of student products at each of the performance
levels (novice, apprentice, proficient and distinguished) as
defined by the state on-demand writing rubric.

Professional
Learning

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 Department
chairs.
Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg. Doug
Wainscott.
Instructional
staff.

Weekly rigor walk
throughs/teacher walks

OCHS administrators conduct weekly walk throughs of all
classrooms, focusing on the level of instructional rigor.  The
tool used to examine the rigor is the ICLE's rubric for
classroom rigor.

Beginning in January, 2015, this practice will be expanded
to include teachers who are on planning periods.  It may
eventually include small parent groups as well.

Professional
Learning

10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 Duane Kline.
Reggie
Taylor. Doug
Wainscott.
Charles
Hagg.
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Survey of staff regarding PD
needs

A survey to determine priority professional development
needs will be developed and administered to the OCHS
staff.  Results will be used to guide professional learning
opportunities in the second semester of the 2014-15 school
year moving into the next school year as well.

Professional
Learning

12/15/2014 12/19/2014 $0 Duane Kline.
OCHS Data
Team.
Charles
Hagg.

Transcript review Advisors will meet with students regularly (at least once a
month) to review current grades, attendance and behavior
referrals.  At the beginning of each semester, advisors will
review the transcript of each student for accuracy and
guidance.

Academic
Support
Program

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 Seminar
teachers (by
grade level).
Doug
Wainscott.
Jennifer
Power. Duane
Kline.

Transcript evaluation Students will work with seminar teachers and counselors to
identify career pathways that they can be engaged in to
reach the preparatory level, and, eventually, to achieve
career ready status.

Career
Preparation/O
rientation

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 Seminar
teachers by
grade level.
Doug
Wainscott.
Anne Kline.

PLC meetings to examine
student performance data

PLC's are formed by grade level and by department.  The
departmental PLC's meet 3x monthly to review student
work, assessments and student work.  This work allows
teachers to determine effective interventions to help
students become more proficient in content and,
particularly, in math and in English.

Professional
Learning

10/27/2014 05/29/2015 $0 Department
chairs.
Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg.  Doug
Wainscott.
Instructional
staff.

Weekly rigor walk
throughs/teacher walks

OCHS administrators conduct weekly walk throughs that
examine classroom rigor using the ICLE rubric.  In January
2015, this will be expanded to include teachers who are on
their planning periods, and may eventually include small
groups of parents.

Professional
Learning

10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 Duane Kline.
Charles
Hagg. Doug
Wainscott.
Reggie
Taylor.

Deliverable production This process will help OCHS staff compare a given cohort
group to itself, measuring growth across time as opposed to
"snapshot" measurements each year that compare cohorts
to prior cohorts' performances.  This will be a deliverable in
the form of an Excel spreadsheet with graphs showing
evidence of student cohort growth and progress across
time.

Academic
Support
Program

12/02/2014 01/30/2015 $0 Duane Kline.
Dana Gill.
Data team.

Pull out instruction Students that are identified as being in the apprentice and
novice levels of achievement on weekly formative
assessments will be grouped for additional instruction in
standards in which they are deficient.

Direct
Instruction

02/02/2015 05/29/2015 $0 Core
academic
PLC teachers.
Duane Kline.
Doug
Wainscott.
Reggie
Taylor.

Total $0
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KDE Needs Assessment 
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Introduction
 
The purpose of the School Needs Assessment is to use data and information to prioritize allocation of resources and activities.
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Data Analysis

 

 

 
What question(s) are you trying to answer with the data and information provided to you? What does the data/information tell you?

What does the data/information not tell you? 
 
Questions we are working to answer:

1.  What, specifically in terms of instruction and learning, separates the performance of our GAP students (roughly 60% of our school) from

the performance of our student body as a whole;

2.  Math.  Math. Math.

3.  What can we do at the high school level to encourage readership and literacy?

4.  How can we personalize the student experience at OCHS and give students more opportunities to exercise personal leadership?

 

Our data suggests a broad and low level of reading ability across the school.  It also suggests that our students are unprepared, on the

whole, for algebraic thinking.  Considering EPAS results that show relatively higher English scores compared to reading, we are positing that

many of our students are very concrete thinkers that have not been challenged to think critically or creatively.  This has led us to make

classroom rigor, focusing on critical thinking and creativity, a major focus this year.

 

We are also investing heavily in aligning our math curricula and understanding what that needs to look like in our classrooms.  We are

incorporating new online resources like ALEKS and Study Island, and we have hired a math coaching consultant to help us align curriculum

and give input to our math faculty regarding their instruction.

 

We have a broad collection of data: MAP scores (given 3 times each year) in grades 9-11, EPAS scores, EOC scores, as well as Compass,

Work Keys and KOSSA score data.  We are working to correlate these sets of data with one another both as predictors for future

performance and as influencers of instruction.

 

We have also conducted student surveys and interviews which showed that students are interested in taking more ownership of their learning

and the school environment.  We have begun working to address this important non-cognitive area of work with our students. 
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Areas of Strengths

 

 

 
What were the areas of strength you noted? What actions are you implementing to sustain the areas of strength? What is there

cause to celebrate? 
 
We are seeing robust growth in our arts program, our agriculture program and in student leadership opportunities.  We are working to

embrace Covey's 7 Habits as they are incorporated in the GRIT curriculum (Goal-driven, Resilient, Influential Teens) by allowing our students

more-and more significant- opportunities to lead in our school community.  We are also developing opportunities for every student to see and

understand their own academic data, and to set goals using that data to move themselves toward college and career readiness.

 

Our visual arts program is exploding in its popularity and the quality of its product.  Students are being encouraged to present their work

around the building and the community; we will shortly have our first art sale of products from our AP Studio Art class, with proceeds flowing

back into the visual art program.

 

Our agriculture program has begun developing our school farm which has 80+ usable acres on which to grow crops and raise livestock.  Our

FFA chapter is an integral group in student involvement and leadership efforts.

 

Our student GRIT team and the Principal's Student Advisory Council combined to create a school-wide performance reward program.  This

program focuses on rewarding students who are making academic benchmarks and progress toward college and career ready benchmarks.

 

We are also seeing our professional learning communities (PLC's) finally engage in true data analysis that drills down to specific students.

We see this as critical for our work with students who are below proficiency in reading and math. 
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Opportunities for Improvement

 

 

 
What were areas in need of improvement? What plans are you making to improve the areas of need? 
 
Rigor in virtually every core content area needs significant improvement.  We are working to focus specifically on reading and math

performance and achievement, specifically working with content-based vocabulary and assessment-based vocabulary, as well as

strengthening core math skills in targeted student groups (those students who are achieving at the apprentice level and who are close to

moving into proficiency).

 

We are working to provide a broader canvas for student leadership at OCHS.  We are embracing the core content of the Covey 7 Habits in

the form of the GRIT curriculum (Goal-Driven, Resilient, Influential Teens), and we are inviting students to become leaders in a variety of

settings around the building as well.

 

Ultimately, we are seeking improvement in high-stakes assessments like the End of Course Tests in English 10, Algebra II, Biology and US

HIstory.  We are focusing on reading skills and vocabulary in each of these areas, and we are seeking help outside of our school community

to help us improve (we have recently hired a math coach/consultant to help us align math standards/curriculum and to help us gauge the

effectiveness of our classroom instruction.).

 

We are also seeking to improve our process for intentional improvement of specific low-performing student groups.  We have designated a

faculty member and provided him additional time to organize and facilitate our RtI process and the implementation of our interventions with

targeted students. 
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Conclusion

 

 

 
Reflect on your answers provided in the previous sections. What are your next steps in addressing areas of concern? 
 
We are presently in mid-stream with many of our next steps.  PLC's are actively (3x monthly) reviewing student and instructional data to

impact student performance.  We have declared instructional rigor to be a focus area, particularly as it impacts our GAP student population;

we are conducting weekly rigor walk throughs, a practice that will be expanded to include teachers in January.  This may, in fact, expand to

include parents at a later date.

 

We are working extensively with our math department to align to more rigorous common core and quality core standards.  We are employing

a math coach in order to assist with that process; she works closely with the math PLC to accomplish that work.  We have conducted faculty-

wide professional development on the use of data to influence instruction having had a data retreat to teach PLC's how to interact with

student performance data.

 

We are actively engaging students through the Covey 7 Habits and our GRIT initiative.  We are regularly evaluating in which areas students

can take a more active leadership role and asking them to do so. 
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The Missing Piece 
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Introduction
 
This Missing Piece diagnostic is a comprehensive performance assessment tool that proposes specific school-level descriptors for the six

objectives of the Commissioner's Parent's Advisory Council.  They include provisions that every student in Kentucky will have a parent, or

another adult, who knows how to support that student's academic achievement. These objectives support Kentucky education laws as it

recognizes the importance of parent involvement (KRS 158.645) (KRS.160.345) (KRS 156.497) (KRS 158-031) (KRS 157.3175)
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Stakeholders

 

School staff engaged a variety of stakeholders when completing the Missing Piece Diagnostic 

 
What stakeholders (name and title) did you engage for the purpose of completing the Missing Piece diagnostic?   
 
Kevin Webster, teacher

Amy Fecke, teacher

Megan Hearn, teacher

Beverly Marcum, parent

Margaret Forsee, parent 
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Relationship Building

 

School staff builds productive, personal relationships with parents of all their students. 

Overall Rating:  2.71 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. Parents report that school staff understands

and demonstrates how strong relationships with
parents contribute to effective teaching and
learning.

Parents report their relationship with school
staff is about discussing student academic
performance and/or behavior.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. School staff implements systematic steps to

welcome the parents of new and English as-a-
Second-Language (ESL) students (for example,
using home visits, personal calls or letters,
open houses and/or other methods).

School staff implements systematic steps to
welcome the parents of new and ESL students
(for example, using home visits, personal calls
or letters, open houses, and/or other methods).

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. Parents and other stakeholders report that they

are actively welcomed when they visit the
school.

Parents and other stakeholders report that they
are actively welcomed when they visit the
school.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. School staff implements systematic steps to

encourage parents to attend school activities
and participate in decisions about their
children's learning.

School staff implements systematic steps to
encourage parents to attend school activities
and participate in decisions about their
children's learning.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. School staff involves parents in personal

communication about their students' progress
at least once a month.

School staff involves parents in personal
communication about their students' progress
at least once a month.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
6. School staff completes needs assessment with

all parents to determine resources necessary
for their child's academic success.

Teachers informally collect some student needs
data and some parents are contacted to
discuss those needs.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
7. All parents are asked for feedback on the

school's efforts to welcome and engage parents
and the feedback is used to improve the
school's efforts.

All parents are asked for feedback on school's
efforts to welcome and engage parents, and the
feedback is used to improve school's efforts.

Proficient
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Communications

 

Two-way information in many forms flows regularly between school staff and parents about students' academic achievement and individual

needs. 

Overall Rating:  2.43 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. School staff implements systematic efforts to

inform parents about academic goals, class
work, grades and homework for their children in
their home language. (For example, classroom
contracts, student assignment books,
homework websites, and online grade books).

School staff implements systematic efforts to
inform parents about academic goals, class
work, grades and homework for their children in
their home language. (For example, using
classroom contracts, student assignment
books, homework websites, and online grade
books.)

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. School staff offers varied ways that parents can

share information with teachers about their
children's learning needs. (For example, phone
and e-mail contacts, offering parent
conferences, making home visits, or other
methods).

School staff offers varied ways that parents can
share information with teachers about their
children's learning needs. (For example, phone
and e-mail contacts, offering parent
conferences, and making home visits.)

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. School staff partners with community leaders

and organizations to build parent understanding
of academic expectations, school strategies,
and student achievement results.

School staff sometimes provides community
organizations with information about academic
expectations for parents who use their services.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. School staff offers parents opportunities to

discuss school-wide achievement issues,
including assessment data, at least once a
semester.

Student achievement data or achievement
results are communicated informally to parents
by school staff.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. School staff implements systematic efforts to

maximize parent-teacher conference
participation. (For example, offering multiple
locations, convenient times, follow-up with
parents who do not reply to first notices, and
opportunities for student-led conferences).

Parent -teacher conferences are held twice a
year on school grounds and some teachers
send invitations to parents.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
6. At least 50 percent of parents respond to

annual school and/or district stakeholder
surveys.

District-wide stakeholder surveys are given to
parents and teachers encourage parents to
respond.

Apprentice
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Statement or Question Response Rating
7. Stakeholder survey data is consistently used to

plan school improvement efforts and to
evaluate their effectiveness.

Stakeholder survey data is consistently used to
plan school improvement efforts and to
evaluate their effectiveness.

Proficient
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Decision Making

 

School staff encourages, supports and expects parents to be involved in school improvement decisions and to monitor and assist school

improvement. 

Overall Rating:  2.43 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. The school staff offers professional learning

community opportunities, workshops, and easily
accessible written information to equip parents
for service on the SBDM council and
committees.

School staff offers professional learning
community opportunities, workshops, and
accessible written information to equip parents
for service on SBDM council and committees.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. School council and committees facilitate broad

parent participation by actively recruiting
diverse membership, providing interpreters and
translated materials when needed, setting
convenient meeting times, and seeking wide
parent input. At least 40 percent of parents vote
in SBDM parent election.

School council and committees have some
parent members, may provide translators, meet
at time and place convenient to staff. Elections
are held at convenient times and are publicized,
but less than 20% of the parents vote in SBDM
parent election.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. Parents on the SBDM council and committees

engage and mentor many other parents by
reporting to multiple groups and seeking input
through surveys, meetings, and varied other
methods.

School council chair reports feedback to head
of largest parent organization who then decides
further dissemination methods or input. There is
no provision for parent input other than as
required by school law.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. The school council adopts measurable

objectives and plans coherent strategies to
build authentic parent participation, and the
school council monitors the implementation and
impact of that work.

School council adopts measurable objectives
and plans coherent strategies to build authentic
parent participation, and the school council
monitors the implementation and impact of that
work.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. School council policies ensure active roles for

parents on SBDM council and committees, and
other groups making decisions about school
improvement.

School council policies ensure active roles for
parents on SBDM committees, in school
improvement planning, and also in decisions
about the education of their individual children.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
6. Parents report that they are treated as valued

partners on school leadership teams, SBDM
council and committees, the school council, and
other groups making decisions about school
improvement.

Parents report that they are sometimes
encouraged to take part in discussions about
school improvement.

Apprentice
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Statement or Question Response Rating
7. School staff has a plan to identify new and

experienced parent leaders who support and
build capacity for parents to serve effectively on
the school council and committee work.

School staff provides opportunities for outgoing
parent council members to meet with new
parent council members to share knowledge of
serving on the council.

Apprentice
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Advocacy

 

For each student, school staff identifies and supports a parent or another adult who can take personal responsibility for understanding and

speaking for that child's learning needs. 

Overall Rating:  2.17 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. School staff ensures every student has a parent

and/or another adult who knows how to
advocate, or speak up for them, regarding the
student's academic goals and individual needs.

There is evidence that school staff know which
students have a parent or another adult who
can speak up for them regarding their academic
goals and learning needs.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. Most parents participate actively in student led

conferences or other two-way communication
about meeting their child's individual learning
needs.

Some parents are involved in informal
conversation with school staff to address their
child's individual learning needs.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. Parents report participating actively and

effectively in required planning for individual
learning, for example, Individual Education
Plans, Individual Learning Plans, Gifted Student
Plans, 504 Plans, and intervention strategies to
ensure college readiness (Senate Bill 130).

Parents report that they are invited to attend
meetings to discuss Individual Education Plans,
Individual Learning Plans, 504 plans and/or
intervention strategies.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. School staff gives parents clear, complete

information on the procedures for resolving
concerns and filing complaints, and the council
reviews summary data on those complaints to
identify needed improvements.

School council has a policy and a process to
resolve issues or complaints and outcomes are
sometimes tracked and reported to the council.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. School staff ensures that parents and

community members are well informed about
how to become educational advocates, or how
to access a trained educational advocate when
needed.

School staff ensures that parents and
community members are well informed about
how to become an educational advocate or how
to access an educational advocate when
needed.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
6. As students are identified by school staff as

having disabilities or performing at the novice
level, additional intentional steps are taken to
ensure that parents have the option to use a
trained advocate to assist them in speaking for
their child's needs.

Novice level students are identified by school
staff to receive targeted strategies for academic
improvement. Parents are informed of the
strategies but do not receive training on how to
use those strategies or how progress will be
measured.

Apprentice
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Learning Opportunities

 

School staff ensures that families have multiple learning opportunities to understand how to support their children's learning. 

Overall Rating:  1.83 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. Parents have multiple opportunities to learn

about and discuss the following:
- Kentucky standards and expectations for all
students
- The school's curriculum, instructional
methods, and student services
- The school's decision-making process,
including opportunities for parents to participate
on SBDM councils and committees
- Their children's learning and development,
along with legal and practical options for
helping their children succeed, such the IEP
and/or ILP process
- Community resources to support learning
- Opportunities to participate in state and district
school improvement efforts, such as forums,
committees, and surveys

School provides open house and family nights
for some parents to learn about:
• Kentucky standards and expectations for all
students.
• School's curriculum, instructional methods,
and student services.
• School's decision-making process, including
opportunities for parents to participate on
councils and SBDM committees.
• Their children's learning and development,
along with legal and practical options for
helping their children succeed such as
participation in IEP and/or ILP process.
• Community resources to support learning.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. School staff makes systematic use of written

communications (for example, newsletters,
websites, and bulletin boards) to help parents
understand their own children's progress and
the progress of the school.

School staff provides parents with information
about their child's academic progress and the
progress of the school.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. School staff displays proficient student work

with scoring guides to demonstrate academic
expectations to parents and students, and
updates the displays regularly.

School staff exhibits some student work with
scoring guide and proficient level work.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. School staff offers parent workshops and

meetings in convenient locations to help
parents develop skills in supporting their
children's learning and the school's
improvement efforts.

School staff offers parent workshops or
meetings in convenient locations to help
parents develop skills in supporting their
children's learning and school's improvement
efforts.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. School council has a classroom observation

policy that welcomes families to visit all
classrooms.

School staff allows parents to visit regular
education classrooms upon request. There is
no school policy.

Novice
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Statement or Question Response Rating
6. School staff develops parent leaders who

contribute regularly to other parents'
understanding and who help meet other parent
learning needs.

There is little or no development of parent
leaders.

Novice
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Community Partnerships

 

School staff engages and partners with community members to plan and implement substantive work to improve student achievement. 

Overall Rating:  2.33 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. School leadership regularly shares information

on student achievement and involves business
and community leaders in school improvement
efforts.

School leadership periodically meets with some
business leaders to discuss information on
student achievement.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. School leadership develops partnerships with

several businesses, organizations, and
agencies to support student learning and create
mentors for students and parents.

Some teachers ensure that students participate
in programs within the community that are
linked to student learning.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. School leadership collaborates with employers

to support parent and volunteer participation in
students' education.

School leadership rarely invites employers to
support adult participation in education.

Novice

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. School staff collaborates with businesses,

organizations, and agencies to address
individual student needs and shares that
information with parents.

District and school staffs collaborate with all
willing organizations to support parents and
advocates in addressing individual student
needs.

Distinguished

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. Parents make active use of the school's

resources and community resources and report
that they provide meaningful help to resolve
family challenges that could interfere with
student learning. (For example, FRYSC or Title
I coordinators connect family with community
resources and follow up.)

Parents make active use of school and
community resources and report that they
provide meaningful help to resolve family
challenges that could interfere with student
learning. (For example, FRYSC or Title 1
coordinators connect family with community
resources and follow up.)

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
6. School staff offers and publicizes community-

based learning activities aligned with the
curriculum, such as tutoring linked to the
curriculum and internships, for all students and
parents.

School staff maintains a resource directory on
some agencies, programs and services that will
provide services for students.

Apprentice
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Reflection

 

Reflect upon your responses to each of the Missing Piece objectives. 

 
Reflect upon your responses to each of the Missing Piece objectives.  
 
Communication and relationship building are relative strengths at OCHS.  Multiple and on-going avenues of communication are used to

engage parents and to provide them information regarding their student's learning.  Staff reaches out to parents on an individualized basis in

an effort to build relationships and improve student outcomes.  One of our CSIP goals focuses on encouraging parent engagement through

visitation in their student's classes.  The SBDM council is working on a policy to define an open classroom visitation process.

 

The development of parent leaders is a significant area of need.  This includes the need for parent education and development of an

intentional student advocacy/mentor program.  OCHS staff is developing a list of engaged parents who are potential parent leaders in our

school community, and the SBDM council is formulating action steps that will train and empower parents as leaders. 
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Report Summary

 

Scores By Section

Sections

1 2 3 4

Section Score

Relationship Building

Communications

Decision Making

Advocacy

Learning Opportunities

Community Partnerships

2.71

2.43

2.43

2.17

1.83

2.33
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Improvement Plan Stakeholder Involvement 
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Introduction
 
The responses should be brief, descriptive, and appropriate for the specific section. It is recommended that the responses are written offline

and then transferred into the sections below.
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Improvement Planning Process

 

Improvement Planning Process 

 
Describe the process used to engage a variety of stakeholders in the development of the institution's improvement plan. Include

information on how stakeholders were selected and informed of their roles, and how meetings were scheduled to accommodate

them.  
 
Teachers are regularly involved in evaluating our school systems through their PLC's.  They closely monitor their own performance and that

of their students through regular reflection and work in their PLC's.  The draft improvement plan is provided to teachers as soon as it is

completed (a compendium of their input and work that needs to be accomplished to improve student performance).

 

Student leaders are given the opportunity to review and have input on the school improvement plan as the Student GRIT team and the

Principal's Advisory Council (45 students or so) review the document and offer their opinions.

 

Parent representatives review the CSIP as part of the SBDM council.  Additionally, parents are invited each year to give input through the

AdvancED parent survey which is then reviewed and used to create parent involvement goals in the CSIP. 
 
 
Describe the representations from stakeholder groups that participated in the development of the improvement plan and their

responsibilities in this process. 
 
All teachers, 45 students and parents (2 SBDM members and additional-24- parents who completed the 13-14 parent survey).  These

stakeholders were asked to both review the CSIP document before its final publication as well as to give input regarding important areas

needing improvement.  Additionally, the superintendent and director of instruction were asked for input regarding the plan.  Their input

included principal and staff evaluation goals and school performance targets. 
 
 
Explain how the final improvement plan was communicated to all stakeholders, and the method and frequency in which

stakeholders receive information on its progress.  
 
As the CSIP was being developed, parents, teachers and students were asked to complete the current year's AdvancED feedback survey for

their group.  These requests were made over announcements, the weekly faculty preview and via phone for all parents.  The surveys were

made available via the school website and at the school.

 

The final document is published on the school website each year, and parents are notified of its availability via phone call.  Staff is given a

copy of the final document. 
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KDE Assurances - School  
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Introduction
 
KDE Assurances - School 
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Assurances

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Needs Assessment

The school conducted a comprehensive needs
assessment, which included a review of
academic achievement data for all students and
assessed the needs of the school relative to
each of the schoolwide program components.

Yes The entire faculty and SBDM
council (parents, teachers and
principal) have reviewed the
student performance data from
the prior year.  The faculty
conducted its review during a
two-afternoon data retreat where
they focused on specific student
data sets and next steps.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Core Academic
Programs

The school planned and developed Schoolwide
researchbased instructional reform strategies to
strengthen the core academic program,
increase the amount and quality of learning
time, and provide additional support to all
students.

Yes OCHS has implemented PLC's to
work with student data on a
regular (multiple times per month)
basis.  The school has devoted
space to a central data room
where PLC teams can meet and
work with data from multiple
sources.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Preschool
Transition

The school planned preschool transition
strategies and the implementation process.

No OCHS does not serve preschool
students.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Research-based
Strategies

The school planned and developed schoolwide
researchbased instructional strategies that
provide additional instruction for students
experiencing the greatest degree of difficulty
mastering the state's academic achievement
standards.

Yes OCHS has adopted pull-out and
in-course intervention models.
Instruction ranges from one to
one to small group direct
instruction to individualized, on-
line instruction and course
completion.  These interventions
are held during the school day
and extend beyond the school
day as well.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Highly Qualified
Teachers

The school planned strategies to recruit and
retain highly qualified teachers.

Yes The current administration has
worked to improve the overall
school culture in an effort to
retain highly qualified teachers.
The principal now attends
regional job recruitment fairs in
an effort to identify and attract
highly qualified candidates.
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Highly Qualified The school planned instruction by

paraprofessionals who meet the requirements
of NCLB and teachers who are Highly Qualified
under NCLB.

No No paraprofessionals are
responsible for direct instruction.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Title I, Part A
Schoolwide Funds

The  school allocated and spent Title I, Part A
Schoolwide funds only on allowable programs
and activities and maintained appropriate
financial records in this regard on  its Title I,
Part A programs and activities.

Yes Funds are spent on personnel in
English and Math.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Parental
Involvement

The school planned or developed strategies to
increase parental involvement in the design,
implementation, evaluation and communication
of assessment results of the Schoolwide
activities, which included  the development and
implementation of a Parent Compact and a
Parent Involvement Policy.

Yes OCHS has developed a parent
compact and a parent
involvement policy.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Schoolwide
Planning

The school incorporated the ten schoolwide
planning criteria into the existing school
improvement planning process.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Professional
Development

The school planned or provided appropriate
professional development activities for staff
members who will be serving students.

Yes This year's professional
development focused on the
implementation of 7 Habits
curricula with students; data
analysis, and creating a higher
rigor environment for students.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Plan

The school an annual evaluation that addresses
the implementation of the comprehensive plan
and student achievement results that will inform
changes when needed.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Needs Assessment

The school conducted a comprehensive needs
assessment, which included a review of
academic achievement data, and established
objective criteria for identifying eligible Title I
students.

Yes We are focusing on our GAP
students, a group constituted of
students on free/reduced lunch
(Title I eligible), special education
and ELL students.
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Instructional
Strategies

The school planned and developed research
based instructional strategies to support and
assist identified students.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Activities

The school planned targeted assistance
activities for identified students that coordinated
and integrate with other federal, state, and local
programs.

Yes Our targeted assistance activities
include our ESS program, our
targeted RtI program and the
work of our college and career
coach.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Activities

The school planned targeted assistance
activities for identified students that coordinate
with and support the regular educational
program so identified students have access to
both.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Schoolwide
Activities

The school planned activities to coordinate and
integrate with other federal, state, and local
programs.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Schoolwide
Activities

The school planned activities that coordinate
with and support the regular educational
program.

Yes These activities include whole
grade level college visits, a
school-wide performance reward
program and afterschool tutoring
with teachers.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Activities

The school planned or developed strategies to
monitor and evaluate the success of targeted
assistance activities with the identified students
and will use the results of the evaluation to
inform and improve instructional strategies and
professional development activities.

Yes The primary evaluation for the
effectiveness of these strategies
is the measure of students
achieving at benchmark levels on
PLAN, ACT and end of course
assessments.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Highly Qualified The  school assigned paraprofessionals who

met the requirements of Highly Qualified under
ESEA to work with targeted assistance
programs and activities.

Yes All paraprofessionals at OCHS
are highly qualified in their
positions.
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Federal Program
Funds

The school allocated and spent federal program
funds only on programs and activities for
identified eligible students.  The school
maintained appropriate financial records on  its
Title I, Part A programs and activities.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Parental
Involvement

The school planned or developed strategies to
increase parental involvement in the design,
implementation, and evaluation of the targeted
assistance activities, which included the
implementation of a Parent Compact and a
Parent Involvement Policy.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Planning

The school incorporated the eight Targeted
Assistance planning components into the
existing school improvement planning process.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Professional
Development

The school planned or provided appropriate
professional development activities for staff
members who serve identified Title I students.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Improvement Plan

The school planned an annual evaluation that
addressed the implementation of the
comprehensive plan and student achievement
results that informed changes when needed.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Transparency The current school year Comprehensive School

Improvement Plan (CSIP) is available for
stakeholders to examine on our school website
and linked to our district website. (provide the
website link below)

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Teacher Quality The school notifies parents when their

child(ren) are taught for four or more
consecutive weeks by teachers who are not
highly qualified

Yes
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Professional
Development

The school provides professional development
for staff based on a comprehensive needs
assessment, which included a review of
academic achievement data and additional
criteria, to ensure all students are college and
career ready.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Ranking Report The school ensures that if the Title I Ranking

Report lists counselors, nurses, media
specialist or “other” staff for the school, there is
documentation indicating this need in order to
improve student achievement.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educators The school ensures that all para-educators with

instructional duties are under the direct
supervision of a highly qualified classroom
teacher and providing instruction rather than
clerical work.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educators The school ensures that all para-educators with

instructional duties that involve targeted
students are under the direct supervision of a
highly qualified classroom teacher and
providing instruction rather than clerical work.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educator Non-
Instructional Duties

The school ensures that there is a schedule of
non-instructional duties for paraeducators
demonstrating that the duties are on a limited
basis only

No Paraeducators are not assigned
additional duties.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educator Non-
Instructional Duties

The school scheduled non-instructional duties
for para-educators working with targeted
students demonstrating that the duties are on a
limited basis only

No Paraeducators are not assigned
additional, non-instructional
duties.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Cap Size
Requirements

The school met its cap size requirements
without using Title I funds.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Cap Size
Requirements

The school met its cap size requirements
without using Title II funds.

Yes
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Compliance and Accountability - High Schools 
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Introduction
 
The process of Improvement Planning in Kentucky is used as the means of determining how schools and districts will plan to ensure that

students reach proficiency and beyond by 2015.  The process focuses school and district improvement efforts on student needs by bringing

together all stakeholders to plan for improvement, by focusing planning efforts on priority needs and closing achievement gaps between

subgroups of students, by building upon school and district capacity for high quality planning, and by making connections between the funds

that flow into the district and the priority needs in schools.

Your school’s plans for improvement must be based on careful and honest analysis of data, address all content areas, and clearly address

gaps in student achievement. 
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Planning and Accountability Requirements

 

 

 
The school has identified specific strategies to address areas for improvement identified in the TELL KY Survey results. 
 
Goal 1:

Create a professional development system that provides all staff with meaningful professional development (TELL improvement) 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to do a needs assessment of all staff regarding professional development needs by 12/19/2014 as measured by the results of a

staff wide survey to assess professional development needs. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Professional development survey - A principal-designed survey will be given to ALL OCHS staff (certified and non-certified) to determine

priority professional learning needs.  Providing individualized, meaningful professional development needs was identified as an area of need

on our most recent TELL survey.

Category: Professional Learning & Support

Research Cited: TELL survey results (2013) 
 

 
Measurable Objective 2:

collaborate to Identify professional development programs and resources that are applicable to faculty and school needs by 02/27/2015 as

measured by the formation of a faculty professional development team to catalog and promote professional development opportunities and

resources. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Create faculty PD team - Each PLC will have one member designated as a working member of the PD team.  The team will work to produce

a listing of conferences, seminars and resources for each PLC, as well as to take the results of the faculty PD annual survey and create a

general list of professional development opportunities that could be tied to our school improvement planning.

Category: Professional Learning & Support

Research Cited:  

Activity - Survey of staff
regarding PD needs

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

A survey to determine priority
professional development needs
will be developed and
administered to the OCHS staff.
Results will be used to guide
professional learning
opportunities in the second
semester of the 2014-15 school
year moving into the next school
year as well.

Professional
Learning 12/15/2014 12/19/2014 $0 - No Funding

Required

Duane Kline.
OCHS Data Team.
Charles Hagg.
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Narrative:

The most recent TELL survey indicated an improved school culture, though a need for meaningful professional development was indicated.

The goal created addresses that need. 

 
The school identified specific strategies to address subgroup achievement gaps. 
 
Goal 1:

OCHS will increase the average combined reading and math proficiency ratings for all students in the non-duplicated gap group from 21.4%

in 2014 to 67.6% in 2017. (GAP) 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

50% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  on the Algebra II EOC in Mathematics by 05/29/2015 as measured by meeting the

proficiency standard on the Algebra II EOC. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Weekly rigor walk throughs - OCHS administrators conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs that focus on instructional rigor using the ICLE

rubric for classroom rigor.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited:  
 

Activity - Formation of the PD
team

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Mr. Kline and PLC chairs will
meet to select PD team
members, with one member
coming from each PLC.   This
team will then meet to research
and produce the PD catalog for
faculty use.

Professional
Learning 01/05/2015 02/27/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Duane Kline.  PLC
chairs. Reggie
Taylor.

Activity - Research PD
opportunities for PLC use

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The PD team will review the
school PD budget, prioritize data
from the annual faculty PD
survey, research PD programs
and opportunities and will
produce a PD catalog for the
faculty, focusing on PD
opportunities for each PLC.
Examples of these opportunities
include local OVEC offerings,
national and state conferences,
book studies and PD 360
opportunities.

Professional
Learning 02/27/2015 04/30/2015 $300 - School

Council Funds

Duane Kline.  PLC
chairs.  PD team
members. Reggie
Taylor.
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Strategy2:

Online instructional enhancement and remediation - Teachers and students will use technology resources as remedial and enhancement

resources. They will be used during snow days to reinforce student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone, home,

public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost instructionally.

Category: Learning Systems

Research Cited:  
 

 

Activity - Weekly rigor walk
throughs/teacher walks

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

OCHS administrators conduct
weekly walk throughs that
examine classroom rigor using
the ICLE rubric.  In January 2015,
this will be expanded to include
teachers who are on their
planning periods, and may
eventually include small groups of
parents.  Each week, rubric level
results are shared with faculty to
show holistic evidence of rigor at
OCHS, and individual feedback is
provided to teachers by the
observer that visits their
classroom.

Professional
Learning 10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Duane Kline.
Charles Hagg.
Doug Wainscott.
Reggie Taylor.

Activity - ALEKS math
enhancement and remediation
software

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers and students will use
the ALEKS resource as a
remedial and enhancement
resource. It will be used during
snow days to reinforce student
core curriculum for those
students with internet access
(phone, home, public library) so
that days out of school will not be
entirely lost instructionally.
ALEKS automatically diagnoses
student intervention needs and
provides specific modules of
instruction to remediate student
performance.

Technology 10/01/2014 05/29/2015 $3000 - GRECC
Race to the Top

Duane Kline. Math
teachers.
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Strategy3:

PLC Data Mining and Evaluation - PLC's meet regularly to evaluate student performance data and determine instructional intervention

strategies.  Strategies will be taken primarily from the work of Dr. Max Thompson (Learning-Focused Schools), Dr. William Daggett (Rigor-

Relevance Framework) and Dr. Robert Marzano (What Works in Schools...).  PLC's will follow both the protocols taught at the OCHS Data

Retreat and will follow protocols from the book How Teachers Can Turn Data into Action (ASCD).

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Research

 

   ASCD: Enhancing RTI: How to Ensure Success with Effective Classroom Instruction and Intervention Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey

 
 

Activity - Study Island access
and use

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers and students will use
the Study Island resource as a
remedial and enhancement
resource. It will be used during
snow days to reinforce student
core curriculum for those
students with internet access
(phone, home, public library) so
that days out of school will not be
entirely lost instructionally.
Weekly reports are sent to the
principal from Study Island
detailing teacher and student use
of the resource, and the progress
made by students.  Additionally,
Study Island provides suggested
topics and standards for work,
based on student performance
that week.  Study Island provides
the ability to teachers use
diagnostic assessments and to
determine areas of academic
deficiency for individual students.
Teachers can then assign
specific modules of instruction to
remediate areas of low
performance.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4500 - Title VI
Duane Kline.
Reggie Taylor.
Instructional staff.

Activity - PLC meetings Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

PLC's are grouped by department
and by grade level.  Departmental
PLC's meet 3x monthly.  During
these meetings, teachers discuss
student progress data including
MAP test results, classroom
assessment results, assessment
design and the quality of student
work.  These discussions lead to
the design of appropriate
instructional interventions.  The
evidence from these discussions
will be monitored in weekly
teacher reflections on the
Edmodo website and through
weekly administrative
walkthroughs that provide
feedback to teachers based on
rubrics and observation.

Professional
Learning 09/15/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Department chairs.
Instructional staff.
Duane Kline.
Charles Hagg.
Doug Wainscott.
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Strategy4:

Employment of a math coach/consultant - OCHS will employ a part-time math instructional coach to assist teachers to align our curriculum

with common core and quality core standards, and to assess instructional alignment with these standards.

Category: Professional Learning & Support

Research Cited:  
 

 
Measurable Objective 2:

60% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  by meeting the proficiency standard on the 10th grade English EOC in Reading by

05/29/2015 as measured by  the proficiency standard on the 10th grade English EOC. 
 
 
Strategy1:

PLC Data Mining and Evaluation - PLC's meet regularly to evaluate student performance data and determine instructional intervention

strategies.  Strategies will be taken primarily from the work of Dr. Max Thompson (Learning-Focused Schools), Dr. William Daggett (Rigor-

Relevance Framework) and Dr. Robert Marzano (What Works in Schools...).  PLC's will follow both the protocols taught at the OCHS Data

Retreat and will follow protocols from the book How Teachers Can Turn Data into Action (ASCD).

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Research

 

   ASCD: Enhancing RTI: How to Ensure Success with Effective Classroom Instruction and Intervention Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey

 
 

Activity - Employment of math
coach

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

OCHS is employing a math coach
to guide the alignment of our
curriculum with the common core
and quality core standards.
Additionally, the coach will
observe current classroom
instructional practice and make
recommendations to teachers to
better align their instruction with
the more rigorous standards we
are teaching.

Professional
Learning 11/03/2014 04/30/2015 $3000 - Title VI

Duane Kline.
Reggie Taylor.
Paula Sinclair.
Math faculty.
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Strategy2:

Weekly rigor walk throughs - OCHS administrators conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs that focus on instructional rigor using the ICLE

rubric for classroom rigor.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited:  
 

 
Strategy3:

Online instructional enhancement and remediation - Teachers and students will use technology resources as remedial and enhancement

resources. They will be used during snow days to reinforce student core curriculum for those students with internet access (phone, home,

public library) so that days out of school will not be entirely lost instructionally.

Category: Learning Systems

Research Cited:  
 

Activity - PLC meetings Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

PLC's are grouped by department
and by grade level.  Departmental
PLC's meet 3x monthly.  During
these meetings, teachers discuss
student progress data including
MAP test results, classroom
assessment results, assessment
design and the quality of student
work.  These discussions lead to
the design of appropriate
instructional interventions.  The
evidence from these discussions
will be monitored in weekly
teacher reflections on the
Edmodo website and through
weekly administrative
walkthroughs that provide
feedback to teachers based on
rubrics and observation.

Professional
Learning 09/15/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Department chairs.
Instructional staff.
Duane Kline.
Charles Hagg.
Doug Wainscott.

Activity - Weekly rigor walk
throughs/teacher walks

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

OCHS administrators conduct
weekly walk throughs that
examine classroom rigor using
the ICLE rubric.  In January 2015,
this will be expanded to include
teachers who are on their
planning periods, and may
eventually include small groups of
parents.  Each week, rubric level
results are shared with faculty to
show holistic evidence of rigor at
OCHS, and individual feedback is
provided to teachers by the
observer that visits their
classroom.

Professional
Learning 10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Duane Kline.
Charles Hagg.
Doug Wainscott.
Reggie Taylor.
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Narrative:

Our recent school data indicates a significant need to focus on our GAP student group.  This goal centers on improving the combined English

and Math End of Course performance in our GAP group. 

 
The school identified specific strategies to increase the average freshman graduation rate. 
 
Goal 1:

The AFGR at OCHS will meet or exceed 95% in the graduating cohort of 2018. (Grad Rate-AFGR) 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

demonstrate a proficiency  by having at least 90% of the Class of 2015 become high school graduates by 05/29/2015 as measured by

successfully graduating as part of the 2015 senior cohort. 

Activity - Study Island access
and use

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers and students will use
the Study Island resource as a
remedial and enhancement
resource. It will be used during
snow days to reinforce student
core curriculum for those
students with internet access
(phone, home, public library) so
that days out of school will not be
entirely lost instructionally.
Weekly reports are sent to the
principal from Study Island
detailing teacher and student use
of the resource, and the progress
made by students.  Additionally,
Study Island provides suggested
topics and standards for work,
based on student performance
that week.  Study Island provides
the ability to teachers use
diagnostic assessments and to
determine areas of academic
deficiency for individual students.
Teachers can then assign
specific modules of instruction to
remediate areas of low
performance.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $4500 - Title VI
Duane Kline.
Reggie Taylor.
Instructional staff.

Activity - ALEKS math
enhancement and remediation
software

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers and students will use
the ALEKS resource as a
remedial and enhancement
resource. It will be used during
snow days to reinforce student
core curriculum for those
students with internet access
(phone, home, public library) so
that days out of school will not be
entirely lost instructionally.
ALEKS automatically diagnoses
student intervention needs and
provides specific modules of
instruction to remediate student
performance.

Technology 10/01/2014 05/29/2015 $3000 - GRECC
Race to the Top

Duane Kline. Math
teachers.
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Strategy1:

Advisor Advisee program - OCHS will add elements of the advisor-advisee model to its seminar program.

Category: Persistance to Graduation

Research Cited: American Student Achievement Institute (2003). Advisor-advisee resources: Making advisory programs successful.

Retrieved September 13, 2006, from http://www.asainstitute.org/advisory.htm.

 

 
 

 
Strategy2:

Credit Recovery - Students who fail or lose a credit opportunity will have the opportunity to recover that credit within the school day.

Category: Learning Systems

Research Cited:  
 

 
 
 
The school identified specific strategies to increase the percentage of distinguished programs in the arts and humanities, PL/CS

and writing. 

Activity - Transcript review Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Advisors will meet with students
regularly (at least once a month)
to review current grades,
attendance and behavior
referrals.  At the beginning of
each semester, advisors will
review the transcript of each
student for accuracy and
guidance.  The college and
career counselor will develop and
distribute a review guide for each
teacher.  Transcript reviews will
occur in every seminar on the
same set of days.

Academic
Support
Program

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding
Required

Seminar teachers
(by grade level).
Doug Wainscott.
Jennifer Power.
Duane Kline.  Anne
Kline.

Activity - Credit recover-
Odysseyware

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Students who have fallen behind
in earning their credits toward
graduation will be given the
opportunity to use one of their
elective schedule slots to enroll in
a credit recovery course.  The
course will be managed by staff,
though the curriculum and
content will be provided online
through Odysseyware.  This will
be monitored daily by the credit
recovery coordinator.  Upon
satisfactory completion of the
online content, credit will be
awarded for the course in
question.

Technology 08/13/2014 06/30/2015 $5000 - Grant
Funds

Duane Kline.  Doug
Wainscott.  Reggie
Taylor.  Gwen
Trammel.
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Goal 1:

EOC tested students at OCHS will meet or exceed the state average on the EOC's by the spring of 2018 (KPREP). 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

63% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  by meeting the proficiency benchmark in Writing by 05/29/2015 as measured by

performance on the 10th and 11th grade On Demand Writing tests. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Writing Across the Curriculum - Students will be required to provide at least one paragraph length answer on each unit level assessment in

every class.  This will be partnered with a focus on the 6 traits writing methodology.

Category: Integrated Methods for Learning

Research Cited:  
 

 
Strategy2:

Weekly rigor walkthroughs - OCHS administrators will conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs of all instructional classrooms using the ICLE's

rubric for instructional rigor.

Category: Human Capital Management

Research Cited:  
 

 
Goal 2:

Activity - Assessment review Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Each of the PLC's will review unit
assessments at least once a
month from each teacher.  They
will evaluate the use of writing
prompts in their assessment, and
will review examples of student
products at each of the
performance levels (novice,
apprentice, proficient and
distinguished) as defined by the
state on-demand writing rubric.

Professional
Learning 01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Department chairs.
Duane Kline.
Charles Hagg.
Doug Wainscott.
Instructional staff.

Activity - Weekly rigor walk
throughs/teacher walks

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

OCHS administrators conduct
weekly walk throughs of all
classrooms, focusing on the level
of instructional rigor.  The tool
used to examine the rigor is the
ICLE's rubric for classroom rigor.

Beginning in January, 2015, this
practice will be expanded to
include teachers who are on
planning periods.  It may
eventually include small parent
groups as well.

Professional
Learning 10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Duane Kline.
Reggie Taylor.
Doug Wainscott.
Charles Hagg.
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80% of the seniors in the class of 2017 will meet Kentucky College and Career Ready standards. (CCR) 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

complete a portfolio or performance  by having 73% of the Class of 2015 become college and/or career ready by 05/29/2015 as measured by

performance on the Kentucky College and Career Readiness rubric. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Achieve academic benchmarks for career readiness - Students will be given tutoring and assessment opportunities to become academically

eligible for career-readiness.

Category: Career Readiness Pathways

Research Cited:  
 

 

 
Strategy2:

Using targeted academic interventions for attaining CCR benchmarks - Any senior student who has not attained college or career ready

status by the beginning of their senior year will participate in intervention strategies that include: individual online preparation activities and/or

small group instruction in math and reading; CCR assessments (Compass and KYOTE) will be administered throughout the senior year to

give additional opportunities to reach benchmarks.  The OCHS CCR coach will monitor each senior as they work toward benchmark status

throughout the year, adjusting their interventions as needed.

Category: Other - College and Career Readiness Benchmark Attainment

Activity - Work Keys
Assessment

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

After identified seniors (those not
meeting CCR benchmarks) have
completed online, individualized
and small group interventions,
they will be given the Work Keys
assessment to meet the
academic portion of the career-
ready rubric.

Career
Preparation/
Orientation

02/02/2015 02/27/2015 $1000 - Grant
Funds

Anne Kline. CTE
faculty: Rusty
Willhoite, Kim
Webster, Matthew
Davis, Diana Brown

Activity - WIN Learning:
Compass Math and Reading
prep

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Career preparatory students will
use the WIN Learning online
resource to prepare for Work
Keys and Compass math and
reading tests.  These tests qualify
students as academically
prepared for career-ready status.
WIN Learning will be used by
students during CTE courses,
particularly during the second
semester, as they prepare for the
KOSSA and Work Keys
assessments.  This will be
conducted in these classes on a
set calendar and schedule for
monitoring purposes.  Study
Island will also be used as an
additional online resource.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - GRECC Race
to the Top

Anne Kline. CTE
instructors.  Math
and English
instructors.
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Research Cited:  
 

 
Strategy3:

Increase number of CTE Preparatory students - Students will receive guidance to remain engaged with career pathways in order to reach the

preparatory level and be eligible to receive career ready status.

Category: Management Systems

Research Cited:  
 

 

 
Goal 3:

OCHS will increase the average combined reading and math proficiency ratings for all students in the non-duplicated gap group from 21.4%

in 2014 to 67.6% in 2017. (GAP) 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

Activity - Online instruction
and small group instruction

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Students needing additional
individualized practice on reading
and math content are pulled out
of classes to work with the
College and Career Readiness
Coach to receive tutoring and
work with on-line Compass
preparatory resources.  Students
will also meet in small groups for
targeted tutoring with the college
and career readiness coach or a
reading specialist on staff.

Tutoring 08/25/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding
Required

Anne Kline. Doris
Beverly.

Activity - WIN Learning: Soft
skills preparation

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Career preparatory students will
use the WIN Learning online
resource to assess and learn soft
career skills.  These skills are
tested on KOSSA and industry
certification exams.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - GRECC Race
to the Top

Anne Kline.  CTE
instructors.

Activity - Transcript evaluation Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Students will work with seminar
teachers and counselors to
identify career pathways that they
can be engaged in to reach the
preparatory level, and, eventually,
to achieve career ready status.
At the end of every students' 8th
grade year, a four year high
school plan will be developed that
includes a minimum of 3 courses
in one specific career pathway.
This plan will be revisited
annually through collaboration
between the guidance office and
the CCR center.

Career
Preparation/
Orientation

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding
Required

Seminar teachers
by grade level.
Doug Wainscott.
Anne Kline.
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60% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  by meeting the proficiency standard on the 10th grade English EOC in Reading by

05/29/2015 as measured by  the proficiency standard on the 10th grade English EOC. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Weekly rigor walk throughs - OCHS administrators conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs that focus on instructional rigor using the ICLE

rubric for classroom rigor.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited:  
 

 
Measurable Objective 2:

50% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  on the Algebra II EOC in Mathematics by 05/29/2015 as measured by meeting the

proficiency standard on the Algebra II EOC. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Weekly rigor walk throughs - OCHS administrators conduct and lead weekly walkthroughs that focus on instructional rigor using the ICLE

rubric for classroom rigor.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited:  
 

Activity - Weekly rigor walk
throughs/teacher walks

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

OCHS administrators conduct
weekly walk throughs that
examine classroom rigor using
the ICLE rubric.  In January 2015,
this will be expanded to include
teachers who are on their
planning periods, and may
eventually include small groups of
parents.  Each week, rubric level
results are shared with faculty to
show holistic evidence of rigor at
OCHS, and individual feedback is
provided to teachers by the
observer that visits their
classroom.

Professional
Learning 10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Duane Kline.
Charles Hagg.
Doug Wainscott.
Reggie Taylor.
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Goal 4:

90% of teachers at OCHS will be rated accomplished or exemplary (effective) by the 2016-17 school year. (TPGES) 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to have a minimum of 85% of certified faculty at OCHS rated as accomplished or exemplary by 04/30/2015 as measured by

ratings given by the OCHS administration using the TPGES Framework for Teaching. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Professional development for school-wide roll out of TPGES - Teachers will receive training through faculty meetings and PLC meetings to

learn how to successfully meet the accomplished and exemplary levels of the TPGES Framework for Teaching.  Professional Learning

Communities meet three times monthly (in full school months) to analyze student data and serve as a vehicle for professional development.

The PGES domains and indicators are used to frame discussions about classroom instruction, professional development and student

performance.

Category: Professional Learning & Support

Research Cited:  
 

 
Goal 5:

90% of OCHS students will be involved in at least one verifiable co-curricular activity (student engagement) 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to increase participation in school-affiliated clubs by 03/27/2015 as measured by taking a count of students from club rosters who

are members of school-affiliated clubs during the month of March. 

Activity - Weekly rigor walk
throughs/teacher walks

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

OCHS administrators conduct
weekly walk throughs that
examine classroom rigor using
the ICLE rubric.  In January 2015,
this will be expanded to include
teachers who are on their
planning periods, and may
eventually include small groups of
parents.  Each week, rubric level
results are shared with faculty to
show holistic evidence of rigor at
OCHS, and individual feedback is
provided to teachers by the
observer that visits their
classroom.

Professional
Learning 10/13/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Duane Kline.
Charles Hagg.
Doug Wainscott.
Reggie Taylor.

Activity - Faculty meeting to
provide professional
development on TPGES

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Faculty at OCHS were exposed
to PGES domains during the
2013-14 school year and were
also given an overview in August
2014.

Professional
Learning 08/20/2014 08/20/2014 $0 - General Fund Reggie Taylor;

Duane Kline
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Strategy1:

Exposure to clubs - Students will be exposed to all club options on multiple occasions throughout the year.

Category: Other - Student Engagement

Research Cited: Feldman, A. F., &Matjasko, J. L. (2005). The role of school-based activities in adolescent development: A comprehensive

review and future direction. Review of Educational Research, 75(2).

 

Klesse, E. J. (1994). The third curriculum II: Student activities. Reston, VA: National Association of Secondary School Principals. 
 

 
Goal 6:

Create a professional development system that provides all staff with meaningful professional development (TELL improvement) 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to Identify professional development programs and resources that are applicable to faculty and school needs by 02/27/2015 as

measured by the formation of a faculty professional development team to catalog and promote professional development opportunities and

resources. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Create faculty PD team - Each PLC will have one member designated as a working member of the PD team.  The team will work to produce

a listing of conferences, seminars and resources for each PLC, as well as to take the results of the faculty PD annual survey and create a

general list of professional development opportunities that could be tied to our school improvement planning.

Category: Professional Learning & Support

Research Cited:  
 

Activity - Club Fair Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Once each semester, clubs will
present themselves for students
to consider joining.  This will
occur at the beginning of
September and during the month
of January each year.  Students
will walk through the club fair,
talking to officers and club
members, and signing up for
potential membership with those
clubs that they are interested in.

Extra
Curricular 08/25/2014 01/30/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Duane Kline; Doug
Wainscott; Club
sponsors

Activity - Formation of the PD
team

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Mr. Kline and PLC chairs will
meet to select PD team
members, with one member
coming from each PLC.   This
team will then meet to research
and produce the PD catalog for
faculty use.

Professional
Learning 01/05/2015 02/27/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Duane Kline.  PLC
chairs. Reggie
Taylor.
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Goal 7:

OCHS will develop a formative assessment data protocol during the 2014-15 school year (Data) 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to use content Professional Learning Communities (PLC) to evaluate student data and improve student academic achievement

on End of Course tests by 05/29/2015 as measured by improved student performance on spring 2015 End of Course tests. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Evaluate student standards based formative assessment data - Teachers from each of the four core academic PLC's (English, math, science

and social studies) will develop teacher-produced, standards-based formative assessments to measure student progress on Quality Core

standards.  This data will be collected weekly, beginning in January 2015.  This data will then be evaluated using the data retreat protocol to

measure student progress on these standards through the spring.  Students that are not meeting progress goals (to be set by the PLC's) will

receive additional instruction via pull out or ESS intervention with teachers prior to the end of course tests as well as additional access and

work on online instructional resources (study island, ALEKS, etc.).

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited:  
 

 
 
 

Activity - Research PD
opportunities for PLC use

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The PD team will review the
school PD budget, prioritize data
from the annual faculty PD
survey, research PD programs
and opportunities and will
produce a PD catalog for the
faculty, focusing on PD
opportunities for each PLC.
Examples of these opportunities
include local OVEC offerings,
national and state conferences,
book studies and PD 360
opportunities.

Professional
Learning 02/27/2015 04/30/2015 $300 - School

Council Funds

Duane Kline.  PLC
chairs.  PD team
members. Reggie
Taylor.

Activity - Weekly formative
assessments

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

PLC's will develop standards-
based formative assessments for
EOC courses based on Quality
Core standards.  Data from these
assessments will be collected
weekly and reviewed using the
data retreat protocol during PLC
meetings in order to identify
students/student groups needing
additional interventions.

Academic
Support
Program

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding
Required

Core academic
PLC's.  PLC chairs.
Duane Kline,
Charles Hagg,
Doug Wainscott,
Reggie Taylor.
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The school identified specific strategies to increase the percentage of students who are college and career ready. 
 
Goal 1:

80% of the seniors in the class of 2017 will meet Kentucky College and Career Ready standards. (CCR) 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

complete a portfolio or performance  by having 73% of the Class of 2015 become college and/or career ready by 05/29/2015 as measured by

performance on the Kentucky College and Career Readiness rubric. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Using targeted academic interventions for attaining CCR benchmarks - Any senior student who has not attained college or career ready

status by the beginning of their senior year will participate in intervention strategies that include: individual online preparation activities and/or

small group instruction in math and reading; CCR assessments (Compass and KYOTE) will be administered throughout the senior year to

give additional opportunities to reach benchmarks.  The OCHS CCR coach will monitor each senior as they work toward benchmark status

throughout the year, adjusting their interventions as needed.

Category: Other - College and Career Readiness Benchmark Attainment

Research Cited:  
 

 
Strategy2:

Increase number of CTE Preparatory students - Students will receive guidance to remain engaged with career pathways in order to reach the

preparatory level and be eligible to receive career ready status.

Category: Management Systems

Research Cited:  
 

Activity - Online instruction
and small group instruction

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Students needing additional
individualized practice on reading
and math content are pulled out
of classes to work with the
College and Career Readiness
Coach to receive tutoring and
work with on-line Compass
preparatory resources.  Students
will also meet in small groups for
targeted tutoring with the college
and career readiness coach or a
reading specialist on staff.

Tutoring 08/25/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding
Required

Anne Kline. Doris
Beverly.
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Strategy3:

Achieve academic benchmarks for career readiness - Students will be given tutoring and assessment opportunities to become academically

eligible for career-readiness.

Category: Career Readiness Pathways

Research Cited:  
 

 

Activity - Transcript evaluation Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Students will work with seminar
teachers and counselors to
identify career pathways that they
can be engaged in to reach the
preparatory level, and, eventually,
to achieve career ready status.
At the end of every students' 8th
grade year, a four year high
school plan will be developed that
includes a minimum of 3 courses
in one specific career pathway.
This plan will be revisited
annually through collaboration
between the guidance office and
the CCR center.

Career
Preparation/
Orientation

01/05/2015 05/29/2015 $0 - No Funding
Required

Seminar teachers
by grade level.
Doug Wainscott.
Anne Kline.

Activity - WIN Learning: Soft
skills preparation

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Career preparatory students will
use the WIN Learning online
resource to assess and learn soft
career skills.  These skills are
tested on KOSSA and industry
certification exams.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - GRECC Race
to the Top

Anne Kline.  CTE
instructors.

Activity - WIN Learning:
Compass Math and Reading
prep

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Career preparatory students will
use the WIN Learning online
resource to prepare for Work
Keys and Compass math and
reading tests.  These tests qualify
students as academically
prepared for career-ready status.
WIN Learning will be used by
students during CTE courses,
particularly during the second
semester, as they prepare for the
KOSSA and Work Keys
assessments.  This will be
conducted in these classes on a
set calendar and schedule for
monitoring purposes.  Study
Island will also be used as an
additional online resource.

Technology 12/01/2014 05/29/2015 $0 - GRECC Race
to the Top

Anne Kline. CTE
instructors.  Math
and English
instructors.
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Activity - Work Keys
Assessment

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

After identified seniors (those not
meeting CCR benchmarks) have
completed online, individualized
and small group interventions,
they will be given the Work Keys
assessment to meet the
academic portion of the career-
ready rubric.

Career
Preparation/
Orientation

02/02/2015 02/27/2015 $1000 - Grant
Funds

Anne Kline. CTE
faculty: Rusty
Willhoite, Kim
Webster, Matthew
Davis, Diana Brown
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